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• early annihilation: tiny domains: annihilation before nucleosynthesis
• late annnihilation (during or after nucleosynthesis)
  - pp, p4He g 3He; don’t escape from annihilation zone
  - hadrodestruction: pX g X’n;  n + 4He g 3He, D
  - annihilation photons (pi0’s) are rescattered to below
    the pair-production threshold g photodisintegration
    of D, 3He, 3H at successively lower temperatures, and
    finally photodisintegration of 4He (always into lighter
    isotopes) g large 3He, D / 4He ratio

CMB

http://prl.aps.org/pdf/PRL/v84/i17/p3756_1
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 3756–3759 (2000))

BBN

late annihilation: 
• annihilation e+/e- g Compton scattering g CMB
  structures at domain boundaries
• annihilation photons g contribute to cosmic diffuse
  gamma-rays A. G. Cohen et al 1998 ApJ 495 539

   1. Search for primordial antimatter

_ _
_

“Thus, we have ruled out a B=0 universe with domains smaller than a size comparable to that of the visible 
universe. It follows that the detection of Z>1 antinuclei among cosmic rays would shatter our current 
understanding of cosmology or reveal something unforeseen in the realm of astrophysical objects.”
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Bullet Cluster in combination of X-rays from Chandra (red) 
and optical data from the Hubble and Magellan telescopes 
(yellow). 

Absence of gamma-rays      antimatter is less than 3 ppm 
in this system. 

X-ray: NASA/CXC/CfA/M.Markevitch et al. Optical: NASA/STScI; Magellan/U.Arizona/D.Clowe et al.)

Inflation separates nearby matter-antimatter domains to 
beyond the scale of the observable Universe.

Very close matter-antimatter domains might only be separated to 
smaller scales, such as that of superclusters.

Search for annihilation (gamma-rays in addition to the normally
produced X-rays) at supercluster boundaries.

   2. Search for local antimatter

http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.1122

(dark matter distribution in
same cluster through 
gravitational lensing)
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Observation by OSSE/Compton Gamma Ray Observatory in 1997 (known since 
1970): strong & continuous production of positrons at the center of the galaxy

shows the distribution of the errors for the intensities in the
pixels, plotted in the same scale as Figures 1a and 1b.

A total flux of 12.6 � 10�3 photons cm�2 s�1 is detected if
we assume that all the 511 keV emission comes from a region
of 80� � 40� (l � b) centered at the GC. Three significant
features, i.e., the central bulge, the extension toward positive
longitude along the GP, and the hot spot near l � �4�, b � 7�,
could be seen in the map. The central bulge has a flux of 5.7 H
0.29 � 10�4 photons cm�2 s�1. The extended feature along
positive longitude has a flux of 2.2 H 0.4 � 10�4 photons cm�2

s�1. The feature at l � �4�, b � 7� has a flux of 2.0 H 0.58 �
10�4 photons cm�2 s�1. The centroid of the central bulge, which
was determined by the same bootstrap method, is at l �
�0.47 H 0.24 and b � 0.11 H 0.18 (where the errors are
purely statistical).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Mapping Results

Our map is consistent with Purcell et al. (1994). We have
subtracted the three features from the total 511 keV line flux
in order to estimate the more extended diffuse emission.
However, this flux depends strongly on the distribution model.
Our data do not contain sufficient information to map the

extended diffuse distribution. If we assume that all the 511 keV
flux comes from our mapping area, the residual flux is 1.6 H
0.1 � 10�3 photons cm�2 s�1.

Figure 2 shows the total exposure for the OSSE observa-
tions included in the mapping analysis (Purcell et al. 1997).
Obviously, the OSSE exposure is nonuniform, and this may
lead to artificial features in the map. We understand that
MEMSYS5 is a biased technique that tends to suppress the
flux from regions with lower exposure, thus creating apparent
features in regions with higher exposure. We suggest that the
hot spot at l � �4�, b � 7� is not caused by nonuniform OSSE
exposure for three reasons: (1) this feature is not located at a
region of high exposure; (2) there is no similar feature in the
reconstructed map from the simulated data (Fig. 1b); and (3)
this feature is clearly present in each of the 20 maps recon-
structed from the bootstrap data sets, which means it was not
caused by the fluctuation in any single observation. However,
the large error of the flux of this feature indicates a signifi-
cance of detection of only 3.5 �. It is not clear if this feature
corresponds to any known X-ray or �-ray source.

The centroid of the central bulge lies between the GC and
1E 1740.7�2942 and deviates from the GC in longitude at the
2 � level, which might suggest that part of the central bulge

FIG. 1.—The reconstructed maps of GC 511 keV line radiation distribution, (a) from a simulated data set from a model composed of a central bulge component
(flux � 5 � 10�4 photons cm�2 s�1 and FWHM � 5�) and a disk component (flux � 5 � 10�4 photons cm�2 s�1 extending from l � �20�–�20�). (b) Real data. Both
maps are plotted with the same logarithmic scale. For most of the pixels that constitute the hot spot and the GP feature, the significance levels are above 1 �. For
the GC bulge, the 1 pixel significance levels can be up to 6 �. Our estimation of the significance levels for the features comes from the sums of all the pixels in the
features. (c) Distribution of the errors for the intensities in the pixels.
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extended, diffuse 511 keV emission cloud of annihilation radiation, 
probably about 4000 light years across, extending nearly 3500 light 

years above galactic plane : Causes?

http://iopscience.iop.org/1538-4357/481/1/L43?ejredirect=migration

L. X. Cheng et al 1997 ApJ 481 L43

reconstructed maps of galactic center 511 keV line radiation distribution

simulation observation

1043 annihilations/s ~ 3 solar masses in 1 Gyr

Searches in our own backyard
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ESA/ Integral/ MPE (G. Weidenspointner et al.)

INTEGRAL space telescope

http://www.esa.int/esaSC/SEMKTX2MDAF_index_0.html
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ESA/ Integral/ MPE (G. Weidenspointner et al.)

INTEGRAL space telescope

Asymmetry confirmed! but...

http://www.esa.int/esaSC/SEMKTX2MDAF_index_0.html
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ESA/ Integral/ MPE (G. Weidenspointner et al.)

INTEGRAL space telescope

Asymmetry confirmed! but... Asymmetry matches distribution of 
hard low-mass X-ray binary stars

gas in GC generally symmetrical, 
except for these stars

signal not caused by dark matter ;(

http://www.esa.int/esaSC/SEMKTX2MDAF_index_0.html
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3. Cosmic rays and antimatter

M.L Ambriola et al./Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) 78 (1999) 32-37 33 

were substituted with a transition radiation de- 

tector (TRD) and a silicon-tungsten electromag- 

netic calorimeter respectively. TS93 was aimed at 

the measurement of positron and electron spec- 

tra in the energy range 5-50 GeV[3]. The first 

CAPRICE flight was performed in 1994. The 

TRD was replaced by a solid radiator ring imag- 

ing Cherenkov (RICH) detector and the calorime- 

ter was upgraded to a total depth of 7 radia- 

tion lengths. The primary science objective was 

to measure antiprotons in the region from 0.5 

to 3.5 GeV[4]. Along with antimatter measure- 

ments, all the above mentioned flights were able 

to measure absolute fluxes of primary and sec- 

ondary cosmic rays near the top of the atmo- 

sphere as well as at different atmospheric depths. 

In addition to the balloon activities, the WiZ- 

ard collaboration, operates a satellite borne sili- 

con detector NINA[5], and is pursuing the objec- 

tives of measuring antimatter in the high energy 

range with the satellite borne PAMELA instru- 

ment[6]. 

CAPRICE98 is the evolution of the 1994 detec- 

tor. The RICH was replaced by a gas radiator one 

and the tracking system was updated by adding 

a new drift chamber. In this configuration the 

CAPRICE98 detector has the capability to iden- 

tify mass resolved antiprotons with energy over 

17 GeV. The CAPRICE98 primary science goals 

were to measure the absolute spectra of positrons 

and antiprotons up to 50 GeV along with muon 

spectra in the atmosphere. 

A large part of positrons and antiprotons im- 

pinging on Earth are produced in high-energy in- 

teractions between cosmic rays nuclei with the 

interstellar medium. Their spectra can provide 

an insight on the origin, production and propa- 

gation of cosmic rays in our galaxy. Any observed 

flux larger than that predicted by the Leaky Box 

Model (LBM), the "standard" model of cosmic 

ray propagation, could indicate exotic sources of 

antimatter. The predictions of the propagation 

models are different above 10 GeV where more 

refined measurements are needed. 

Muon energy spectra at different atmospheric 

depths are considered extremely important in 

the context of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly 

since they can help normalize the Monte Carlo 

predictions of neutrino fluxes. Recently the im- 

portance of the primary spectra, used as an input 

for this calculations, have been pointed out[7]; 

therefore it is important to measure together pri- 

mary and secondary spectra with the same detec- 

tor, in the same day, in order to reduce systematic 

errors. 

J HETEI~ 

Gas RICH 

lily A TOF 

I '~ . . . . .  ~ " ~ Ib 

I 

Figure 1. The CAPRICE98 apparatus. 

2 .  T H E  C A P R I C E 9 8  A P P A R A T U S  

Measuring antimatter is a difficult task requir- 

ing very good particle identification capabilities 

due to the presence of a large background. The 

ratio of protons to positrons is about 103 requir- 

ing a proton rejection factor greater than 104. 

With the presence of both the RICH and the 

calorimeter we estimate that CAPRICE98 will be 

able to achieve a proton rejection factor greater 

than 106 for energies less than 20 GeV, and still 

of the order of 105 above 30 GeV. 

Because of the paucity of antimatter candidates 

redundancy is paramount. While measuring ab- 

solute fluxes, it is extremely important to deter- 

mine the efficiency of each detector reliably using 

Nuclear Physics B - Proceedings Supplements
Volume 78, Issues 1-3, August 1999, Pages 32-37 

Specific interests:
• Formation models for cosmic rays
• Propagation models for cosmic rays
• WIMPS/dark matter
• search for primordial antimatter (!)
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... antimatter in cosmic rays ...

positrons and antiprotons in cosmic rays:
• produced in inelastic collisions in interstellar medium
• flux determined by propagation, energy distribution of primaries

positrons are difficult to measure/interpret:
• radiative losses close to sources
• possibility of primary positron cosmic rays
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Searching for antimatter in the cosmic rays reaching the Earth
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Searching for antimatter in the cosmic rays reaching the Earth
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Moon shadow is affected by 
Earth’s magnetic field 

No double shadow = 
cosmic rays only have one charge

No neutral cosmic rays

Shadow of the Moon as observed by Milagro

low energy events

angular resolution
of Milagro
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Moon shadow is affected by 
Earth’s magnetic field 

No double shadow = 
cosmic rays only have one charge

No neutral cosmic rays

Shadow of the Moon as observed by Milagro

low energy events

angular resolution
of Milagro

can do better....
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M.L Ambriola et al./Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) 78 (1999) 32-37 33 

were substituted with a transition radiation de- 

tector (TRD) and a silicon-tungsten electromag- 

netic calorimeter respectively. TS93 was aimed at 

the measurement of positron and electron spec- 

tra in the energy range 5-50 GeV[3]. The first 

CAPRICE flight was performed in 1994. The 

TRD was replaced by a solid radiator ring imag- 

ing Cherenkov (RICH) detector and the calorime- 

ter was upgraded to a total depth of 7 radia- 

tion lengths. The primary science objective was 

to measure antiprotons in the region from 0.5 

to 3.5 GeV[4]. Along with antimatter measure- 

ments, all the above mentioned flights were able 

to measure absolute fluxes of primary and sec- 

ondary cosmic rays near the top of the atmo- 

sphere as well as at different atmospheric depths. 

In addition to the balloon activities, the WiZ- 

ard collaboration, operates a satellite borne sili- 

con detector NINA[5], and is pursuing the objec- 

tives of measuring antimatter in the high energy 

range with the satellite borne PAMELA instru- 

ment[6]. 

CAPRICE98 is the evolution of the 1994 detec- 

tor. The RICH was replaced by a gas radiator one 

and the tracking system was updated by adding 

a new drift chamber. In this configuration the 

CAPRICE98 detector has the capability to iden- 

tify mass resolved antiprotons with energy over 

17 GeV. The CAPRICE98 primary science goals 

were to measure the absolute spectra of positrons 

and antiprotons up to 50 GeV along with muon 

spectra in the atmosphere. 

A large part of positrons and antiprotons im- 

pinging on Earth are produced in high-energy in- 

teractions between cosmic rays nuclei with the 

interstellar medium. Their spectra can provide 

an insight on the origin, production and propa- 

gation of cosmic rays in our galaxy. Any observed 

flux larger than that predicted by the Leaky Box 

Model (LBM), the "standard" model of cosmic 

ray propagation, could indicate exotic sources of 

antimatter. The predictions of the propagation 

models are different above 10 GeV where more 

refined measurements are needed. 

Muon energy spectra at different atmospheric 

depths are considered extremely important in 

the context of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly 

since they can help normalize the Monte Carlo 

predictions of neutrino fluxes. Recently the im- 

portance of the primary spectra, used as an input 

for this calculations, have been pointed out[7]; 

therefore it is important to measure together pri- 

mary and secondary spectra with the same detec- 

tor, in the same day, in order to reduce systematic 

errors. 
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ing very good particle identification capabilities 

due to the presence of a large background. The 

ratio of protons to positrons is about 103 requir- 

ing a proton rejection factor greater than 104. 

With the presence of both the RICH and the 

calorimeter we estimate that CAPRICE98 will be 

able to achieve a proton rejection factor greater 

than 106 for energies less than 20 GeV, and still 

of the order of 105 above 30 GeV. 

Because of the paucity of antimatter candidates 
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Results from CAPRICE/BESS

http://prl.aps.org/pdf/PRL/v84/i6/p1078_1PRL 84 (2000) 1078
VOLUME 84, NUMBER 6 P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S 7 FEBRUARY 2000

in the drift chamber gas is obtained as a truncated mean

of the integrated charges of the hit pulses. For the 1997

flight, the hodoscopes were placed at the outermost radii,

and the timing resolution of each counter was improved

to 50 psec rms, resulting in b21 resolution of 0.008,

where b is defined as particle velocity [13] divided by the

speed of light. Furthermore, a Cherenkov counter with a

silica-aerogel (n ! 1.032) radiator was newly installed
[14], in order to veto e2!m2 backgrounds which gave

large Cherenkov light outputs corresponding to 14.7 mean

photoelectrons when crossing the aerogel.

The 1997 BESS balloon flight was carried out on July

27, from Lynn Lake, Canada. The scientific data were

taken for 57 032 sec of live time at altitudes ranging from

38–35 km (an average residual air of 5.3 g!cm2) and cut-

off rigidity ranging from 0.3–0.5 GV!c. The first-level
trigger was provided by a coincidence between the top and

the bottom scintillators, with the threshold set at 1!3 of
the pulse height from minimum ionizing particles. The

second-level trigger, which utilized the hit patterns of the

hodoscopes and the inner drift chambers, first rejected un-

ambiguous null and multitrack events and made a rough

rigidity determination to select negatively charged particles

predominantly. In addition, one of every 60 first-level trig-

gers was recorded, in order to build a sample of unbiased

triggers.

The off-line analysis [10] selects events with a single

track fully contained in the fiducial region of the tracking

volume with acceptable track qualities [10]. The three

dE!dx measurements are loosely required as a function
of R to be compatible with proton or p̄. The combined
efficiency of these off-line selections is 83%–88% for R
from 0.5–4 GV!c. These simple and highly efficient se-
lections are sufficient for a very clean detection of p̄’s
in the low-velocity (b , 0.9) region. At higher veloci-
ties, the e2!m2 background starts to contaminate the p̄
band, where we require the Cherenkov veto, i.e., (1) the

particle trajectory to cross the fiducial volume of the

aerogel, and (2) the Cherenkov output to be less than

0.09 of the mean output from e2. This cut reduces the

acceptance by 20%, but rejects e2!m2 backgrounds by

a factor of 6000, while keeping 93% efficiency for pro-

tons and p̄’s which cross the aerogel with rigidity be-
low the threshold (3.8 GV!c). Figure 2 shows the b21

versus R plot for the surviving events. We see a clean

narrow band of 415 p̄’s at the exact mirror position of
the protons. The p̄ sample is thus mass identified and

essentially background-free, as the neatness of the band

demonstrates and various background studies show. In

particular, backgrounds of albedo and of mismeasured

positive-rigidity particles are totally excluded by the ex-

cellent b21 and R21 resolutions. To check against the

“reentrant albedo” background, we confirmed that the

trajectories of all p̄’s can be traced numerically through
the Earth’s geomagnetic field back to the outside of the

geomagnetic sphere.

FIG. 2. The identification of p̄ events. The solid lines define
the p̄ mass band used for the spectrum measurement.

We obtain the p̄ fluxes at the top of the atmosphere

(TOA) in the following way: The geometrical acceptance

of the spectrometer is calculated both analytically and by

the Monte Carlo method. The live data-taking time was

directly measured in two independent ways by means of

scaler systems gated by the “ready” gate which controls

the first-level trigger. The efficiencies of the second-level

trigger and of the off-line selections are determined by us-

ing the unbiased trigger samples. The TOA energy of each

event is calculated by tracing the particle back through the

detector material and the air. The interaction loss of the p̄’s
is evaluated by applying the same selections to the Monte

Carlo events generated by GEANT/GHEISHA, which incor-

porates [15] detailed material distribution and correct p̄-
nuclei cross sections. We subtract the expected number

[16] of atmospheric p̄’s, produced by the collisions of cos-
mic rays in the air. The subtraction amounts to "9 6 2#%,
"15 6 3#%, and "19 6 5#%, at 0.25, 0.7, and 2 GeV, re-
spectively, where the errors correspond to the maximum

difference among three recent calculations [16–18] which

agree with each other.

Table I contains the resultant BESS 1997 p̄ fluxes at

TOA. The first and the second errors represent the statisti-

cal [19] and systematic errors, respectively. We checked

that the central values of the fluxes are stable against

various trial changes of the selection criteria, including

uniform application of the Cherenkov veto to the low b
region. The dominant systematic errors at high and low

energies, respectively, are uncertainties in the atmospheric

1079
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TABLE I. Antiproton fluxes (in 1022 m22 s21 sr21 GeV21) and p̄!p ratios (in 1025) at TOA. T (in GeV) defines the kinetic
energy bins. Np̄ and Tp̄ are the number of observed antiprotons and their mean kinetic energy in each bin, respectively. The eighth
bin of BESS 1995 flux actually covers from 1.28–1.40 GeV.

BESS 1997 BESS 1995 BESS 1997 1 1995
T (GeV) Np̄ Tp̄ p̄ flux p̄!p ratio Np̄ Tp̄ p̄ flux Tp̄ p̄ flux p̄!p ratio

0.18–0.28 4 0.21 0.7410.5810.12
20.3420.12 0.4410.3410.08

20.2020.08 3 0.24 1.7511.4110.37
21.1320.37 0.22 1.0010.5110.18

20.4220.18 0.5110.3110.08
20.1920.08

0.28–0.40 9 0.35 1.0510.5110.12
20.3620.12 0.5210.2510.08

20.1820.08 3 0.34 1.0010.8610.14
20.6620.14 0.35 1.0410.4310.12

20.3120.12 0.5210.2210.06
20.1620.06

0.40–0.56 16 0.49 1.2310.4510.13
20.3420.13 0.6710.2410.10

20.1820.10 6 0.49 1.4010.8710.17
20.5820.17 0.49 1.2710.3710.14

20.3220.14 0.7010.2210.08
20.1620.08

0.56–0.78 31 0.66 1.6310.4110.16
20.3720.16 1.0110.2610.14

20.2320.14 8 0.67 1.2910.6610.14
20.5420.14 0.66 1.5410.3310.16

20.3020.14 0.9710.2210.10
20.1920.10

0.78–0.92 19 0.85 1.4110.4810.14
20.4220.14 1.1110.3810.16

20.3320.16 6 0.83 1.5711.0710.17
20.7120.17 0.85 1.4410.4410.15

20.3620.15 1.1510.3510.12
20.2920.12

0.92–1.08 16 1.01 0.8310.4210.10
20.3220.10 0.7810.3910.12

20.3020.12 5 0.99 1.0510.8410.12
20.6520.12 1.01 0.8710.3610.10

20.3220.10 0.8210.3510.09
20.2720.09

1.08–1.28 32 1.19 1.6810.4610.15
20.4120.15 1.8610.5010.25

20.4620.25 7 1.18 1.6010.9910.16
20.8220.16 1.19 1.6510.4010.15

20.3620.15 1.8510.4610.18
20.4120.18

1.28–1.52 43 1.40 2.1810.4910.19
20.4420.19 2.8910.6510.38

20.5920.38 5 1.33 1.8711.3510.18
21.0820.18 1.39 2.1310.4320.19

20.3920.18 2.8210.6110.25
20.5420.25

1.52–1.80 51 1.65 2.4510.4810.24
20.4420.24 4.2210.8310.59

20.7620.59 · · · · · · · · · 1.65 2.4510.4810.24
20.4420.24 4.2210.8310.59

20.7620.59
1.80–2.12 51 1.96 2.2710.4510.24

20.4220.24 4.9010.9810.71
20.9020.71 · · · · · · · · · 1.96 2.2710.4510.24

20.4220.24 4.9010.9810.71
20.9020.71

2.12–2.52 64 2.31 2.4010.4210.21
20.3720.21 6.7411.1910.89

21.0320.89 · · · · · · · · · 2.31 2.4010.4210.21
20.3720.21 6.7411.1910.89

21.0320.89
2.52–3.00 56 2.72 2.0210.4010.18

20.3520.18 6.8911.3610.92
21.1920.92 · · · · · · · · · 2.72 2.0210.4010.18

20.3520.18 6.8911.3610.92
21.1920.92

3.00–3.56 23 3.25 1.6510.5610.20
20.4420.20 7.6312.5911.19

22.0421.19 · · · · · · · · · 3.25 1.6510.5610.20
20.4420.20 7.6312.5911.19

22.0421.19

p̄ calculations and in the p̄ interaction losses to which we
attribute 615% relative error. As shown in Table I, the

BESS 1997 fluxes are consistent with the 1995 fluxes in

the overlapping low-energy range (0.2–1.4 GeV). The so-

lar activities at the time of the two flights were both close to

the minimum as shown by world neutron monitors. Vari-

ation in the p̄ flux during the solar minimum period is

expected to be very small [20].

FIG. 3. BESS 1995 1 1997 (solar minimum) antiproton
fluxes at the top of the atmosphere together with previous data.
The error bars represent the quadratic sums of the statistical
and systematic errors. The curves are recent calculations of the
secondary p̄ spectra for the solar minimum period.

Shown in Fig. 3 is the combined BESS (1995 1 1997)
spectrum, in which we detect for the first time a character-

istic peak at 2 GeV of secondary p̄, which clearly is the
dominant component of the cosmic-ray p̄’s.
The measured secondary p̄ spectrum provides crucial

tests of models of propagation and solar modulation since

one has a priori knowledge of the input source spectrum

for the secondary p̄, which can be calculated by combining
the measured proton and helium spectra with the accelera-

tor data on the p̄ production. The distinct peak structure

of the p̄ spectrum also has clear advantages in these tests

over the monotonic (and unknown) source spectra of other

cosmic rays.

Also shown in Fig. 3 are recent theoretical curves for

the secondary p̄ at the solar minimum (solar modula-

tion parameter f ! 370 550 MV, or current sheet tilt
angle ! 10± and positive solar polarity) calculated in
the diffusion model [21,22] and the leaky box model

[23,24], in which the propagation parameters (diffusion

coefficient or escape length) are deduced by fitting various

data on cosmic-ray nuclei, such as the boron!carbon
ratio, under the assumption that the different cosmic-

ray species (nuclei, proton, and p̄) undergo a universal
propagation process. All these calculations use as es-

sential inputs recently measured proton spectra [27–29],

which are significantly (by a factor of 1.4–1.6) lower

than previous data [30] in the energy range (10–50 GeV)

relevant to the p̄ production.

These calculations reproduce our spectrum at the peak

region remarkably well within their 615% estimated ac-

curacy [24]. This implies that the propagation models are

basically correct and that different cosmic-ray species un-

dergo a universal propagation process.

At low energies, the calculations predict somewhat

diverse spectra reflecting various uncertainties, which

presently make it difficult to draw any conclusion on
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Precision Measurement of Cosmic-Ray Antiproton Spectrum
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The energy spectrum of cosmic-ray antiprotons ( p̄’s) has been measured in the range 0.18–3.56 GeV,
based on 458 p̄’s collected by BESS in a recent solar-minimum period. We have detected for the first
time a characteristic peak at 2 GeV of p̄’s originating from cosmic-ray interactions with the interstellar
gas. The peak spectrum is reproduced by theoretical calculations, implying that the propagation models
are basically correct and that different cosmic-ray species undergo a universal propagation. Future BESS
data with still higher statistics will allow us to study the solar modulation and the propagation in detail
and to search for primary p̄ components.

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 96.40.De

The origin of cosmic-ray antiprotons (p̄’s) has attracted
much attention since their observation was first reported
by Golden et al. [1]. Cosmic-ray p̄’s should certainly be
produced by the interaction of galactic high-energy cosmic
rays with the interstellar medium. The energy spectrum of
these “secondary” p̄’s is expected to show a characteristic
peak around 2 GeV, with sharp decreases of the flux be-
low and above the peak, a generic feature which reflects
the kinematics of p̄ production. The secondary p̄’s offer
a unique probe [2] of cosmic-ray propagation and of solar
modulation. As other possible sources of cosmic-ray p̄’s,
one can conceive novel processes, such as annihilation of
neutralino dark matter or evaporation of primordial black
holes [3]. The p̄’s from these “primary” sources, if they
exist, are expected to be prominent at low energies [4] and
to exhibit large solar modulations [5]. Thus, they are dis-
tinguishable in principle from the secondary p̄ component.
The detection of the secondary peak and the search for a

possible low-energy primary p̄ component have been dif-
ficult to achieve because of huge backgrounds and the ex-
tremely small flux especially at low energies. The first
[1] and subsequent [6] evidences for cosmic-ray p̄’s were
reported at relatively high energies, where it was not pos-
sible to positively identify the p̄’s with a mass measure-
ment. The first “mass-identified” and thus unambiguous
detection of cosmic-ray p̄’s was performed by BESS 1993
[7] in the low-energy region (4 events at 0.3–0.5 GeV),
which was followed by IMAX [8] and CAPRICE [9] detec-
tions. The BESS 1995 measured the spectrum [10] at solar
minimum, based on 43 p̄’s over the range 0.18–1.4 GeV.
We report here a new high-statistics measurement of the
p̄ spectrum based on 458 events in the energy range from
0.18–3.56 GeV.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of BESS. It was
designed [11] and constructed as a high-resolution spec-
trometer to perform searches for rare cosmic rays as
well as to make various precision measurements. A
uniform field of 1 T is produced by a thin (4 g!cm2)
superconducting coil [12], through which particles can
pass without too many interactions. The magnetic-field
region is filled with the tracking volume. This geometry
results in an acceptance of 0.3 m2 sr, which is an order
of magnitude larger than those of previous cosmic-ray
spectrometers. The tracking is performed by fitting up to
28 hit points in the drift chambers, resulting in a magnetic-
rigidity (R) resolution of 0.5% at 1 GV!c. The upper and
lower scintillator hodoscopes provide two dE!dx mea-
surements and the time-of-flight of particles. The dE!dx

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional view of the BESS spectrometer in its
1997 configuration. Overlayed is one of the p̄ events.

1078 0031-9007!00!84(6)!1078(4)$15.00 © 2000 The American Physical Society
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Space-based detectors

PAMELA AMS

benefits: 
• above atmosphere (primary, rather than secondary spectrum)
• WYSIWYG

disadvantages: 
• above atmosphere (= satellite = cost! & reliability!)
• much more limited solid angle / detector size
• technology is fixed (and usually not cutting edge)

installed on ISS (2011)was launched in June 2006
part of the Resurs-DK1 satellite
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Results from PAMELA:

so: all appears well with antiprotons. What about positrons?

http://pamela.roma2.infn.it

cies and for the loss of particles in the instrument itself. It is assumed that all antiprotons

and protons interacting with the payload material above and inside the tracking system are

rejected by the selection criteria. The resulting antiproton-to-proton flux ratios are given in

Table I and Figures 3 and 4. The reported errors are statistical only. The contamination

kinetic energy (GeV)
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FIG. 3: The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio obtained in this work compared with theoretical cal-

culations for a pure secondary production of antiprotons during the propagation of cosmic rays in

the galaxy. The dashed lines show the upper and lower limits calculated by Simon et al. [15] for

the standard Leaky Box Model, while the dotted lines show the limits from Donato et al. [16] for a

Di!usion model with reacceleration. The solid line shows the calculation by Ptuskin et al. [17] for

the case of a Plain Di!usion model. The curves were obtained using appropriate solar modulation

parameters (indicated as !) for the PAMELA data taking period.

was not subtracted from the results and should be considered as a systematic uncertainty.

It is less than a few percent of the signal, which is significantly lower than the statistical

uncertainty. Figure 3 shows the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio measured by the PAMELA

experiment compared with theoretical calculations assuming pure secondary production of

antiprotons during the propagation of cosmic rays in the galaxy. The PAMELA data are in

excellent agreement with recent data from other experiments, as shown in Figure 4.

We have presented the antiproton-to-proton flux ratio over the most extended energy

range ever achieved and we have improved the existing statistics at high energies by an

order of magnitude. The ratio increases smoothly from about 4 ! 10!5 at a kinetic energy

of about 1 GeV and levels o! at about 1 ! 10!4 for energies above 10 GeV. Our results

8

astro-ph0810.4994

No: pure secondary production

p produced in evaporation of primordial BH, 
annihilation of SUSY particles?
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Abstract. Recently published results from the PAMELA experiment have shown conclusive
evidence for an excess of positrons at high (! 10 " 100 GeV) energies, confirming earlier
indications from HEAT and AMS-01. Such a signal is generally expected from dark mat-
ter annihilations. However, the hard positron spectrum and large amplitude are di!cult
to achieve in most conventional WIMP models. The absence of any associated excess in
anti-protons is highly constraining on models with hadronic annihilation modes. We revisit
an earlier proposal, wherein the dark matter annihilates into a new light (<! GeV) boson !,
which is kinematically constrained to go to hard leptonic states, without anti-protons or "0’s.
We find this provides a very good fit to the data. The light boson naturally provides a mech-
anism by which large cross sections can be achieved through the Sommerfeld enhancement,
as was recently proposed. Depending on the mass of the WIMP, the rise may continue above
300 GeV, the extent of PAMELA’s ability to discriminate between electrons and positrons.
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Galactic core signal well explained by ‘standard’ causes

“Observation of an anomalous positron abundance in the cosmic radiation”
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FIG. 3: PAMELA positron fraction with other experimental data. The positron fraction

measured by the PAMELA experiment compared with other recent experimental data[24, 29, 30,

31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. One standard deviation error bars are shown. If not visible, they lie inside the

data points.

a shower tail catcher scintillator (S4) and a neutron detector. The ToF system provides

a fast signal for triggering the data acquisition and measures the time-of-flight and ioniza-

tion energy losses (dE/dx) of traversing particles. It also allows down-going particles to

be reliably identified. Multiple tracks, produced in interactions above the spectrometer,

were rejected by requiring that only one strip of the top ToF scintillator (S1 and S2) layers

registered an energy deposition (’hit’). Similarly no hits were permitted in either top scintil-

lators of the AC system (CARD and CAT). The central part of the PAMELA apparatus is

12

suggestive, but inconclusive
data before PAMELA
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FIG. 3: PAMELA positron fraction with other experimental data. The positron fraction

measured by the PAMELA experiment compared with other recent experimental data[24, 29, 30,

31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. One standard deviation error bars are shown. If not visible, they lie inside the

data points.

a shower tail catcher scintillator (S4) and a neutron detector. The ToF system provides

a fast signal for triggering the data acquisition and measures the time-of-flight and ioniza-

tion energy losses (dE/dx) of traversing particles. It also allows down-going particles to

be reliably identified. Multiple tracks, produced in interactions above the spectrometer,

were rejected by requiring that only one strip of the top ToF scintillator (S1 and S2) layers

registered an energy deposition (’hit’). Similarly no hits were permitted in either top scintil-

lators of the AC system (CARD and CAT). The central part of the PAMELA apparatus is
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data before PAMELA
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data points.

a shower tail catcher scintillator (S4) and a neutron detector. The ToF system provides

a fast signal for triggering the data acquisition and measures the time-of-flight and ioniza-

tion energy losses (dE/dx) of traversing particles. It also allows down-going particles to

be reliably identified. Multiple tracks, produced in interactions above the spectrometer,

were rejected by requiring that only one strip of the top ToF scintillator (S1 and S2) layers

registered an energy deposition (’hit’). Similarly no hits were permitted in either top scintil-

lators of the AC system (CARD and CAT). The central part of the PAMELA apparatus is
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FIG. 4: PAMELA positron fraction with theoretical models. The PAMELA positron

fraction compared with theoretical model. The solid line shows a calculation by Moskalenko &

Strong[39] for pure secondary production of positrons during the propagation of cosmic-rays in the

galaxy. One standard deviation error bars are shown. If not visible, they lie inside the data points.

a magnetic spectrometer consisting of a 0.43 T permanent magnet and a silicon microstrip

tracking system. The spectrometer measures the rigidity of charged particles through their

deflection in the magnetic field. During flight the spatial resolution is observed to be 3µm

corresponding to a maximum detectable rigidity (MDR) exceeding 1 TV. Due to the fi-

nite spatial resolution in the spectrometer, high rigidity (low deflection) electrons may ’spill

over’ into the positron sample (and vice-versa) if assigned the wrong sign-of-curvature. This
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31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. One standard deviation error bars are shown. If not visible, they lie inside the

data points.

a shower tail catcher scintillator (S4) and a neutron detector. The ToF system provides

a fast signal for triggering the data acquisition and measures the time-of-flight and ioniza-

tion energy losses (dE/dx) of traversing particles. It also allows down-going particles to

be reliably identified. Multiple tracks, produced in interactions above the spectrometer,

were rejected by requiring that only one strip of the top ToF scintillator (S1 and S2) layers

registered an energy deposition (’hit’). Similarly no hits were permitted in either top scintil-

lators of the AC system (CARD and CAT). The central part of the PAMELA apparatus is
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Figure 9. The positron fraction as a function
of energy including contributions from Kaluza-
Klein dark matter annihilations, compared to the
measurements of the PAMELA experiment. Results
are shown for dark matter masses of 600 GeV and
800 GeV, and for one propagation model. The
dashed line denotes the positron fraction with no
contribution from dark matter (secondary positron
production only) [12].

of 12 superconducting coils with a magnetic field of ! 0.9 T and a bending power of ! 0.8 T"
m2, and of a tracking system made of 8 layers, each of 0.8 m2, for a particle rigidity measurement
up to few TeV. Complementary detectors are a Transition Radiation Detector, composed of 328
modules made of fleece radiators and straw tube arranged in 20 layers assembled in an octagonal
shape structure, a trigger and Time- of-Flight system, consisting of 4 scintillator planes for a
total of 34 crossed scintillator paddles, a Ring Imaging Detector, constituted by 2 di!erent
radiators - respectively an Aerogel and a Sodium fluoride - a conical reflector and a matrix
of 680 photomultipliers. To improve the discrimination between the hadronic and the leptonic
components, an electromagnetic calorimeter of 17 radiation lengths is added at the bottom
of the apparatus; it is made of 9 superlayers of lead scintillating fiber sandwiches disposed,
alternatively, along the X and Y directions. The calorimeter measures gamma-rays, electrons
and positrons and separate leptons from hadrons with a rejection power of 103 # 104 in the
energy range from 1 GeV up to 1 TeV.

The combination of all these detectors allows high precision and high statistics in the search
for light and heavy antimatter in space, and in the measurement of cosmic rays spectra and
chemical composition up to 1 TeV . In particular AMS-02 will improve the PAMELA positron
and electron data, extending the measurements up to 800 GeV with high statistics. The detector
is also a powerful gamma detector. A unique feature of AMS-02 is the combined searches
in di!erent channels - antiprotons, positrons, antideuterons, gammas - that will considerably
increase sensitivity to SUSY DM signals detection.

3. Polar Ballon Flights
Long duration polar flights represent a new interesting opportunity for cosmic rays research, at
a low cost with respect to space missions.
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THE HIGH ENERGY ANOMALY

Between 5-10 GeV, the PAMELA positron fraction is compatible with other measure-

ments. Previously, the HEAT experiment[38] claimed a structure in the positron fraction

between 6 and 10 GeV but this is not confirmed by the PAMELA data.

Above 10 GeV, the PAMELA results clearly show that the positron fraction increases

significantly with energy. Fig. 4 shows the PAMELA positron fraction compared to a

calculation[39] for the secondary production of positrons during the propagation of cosmic-

ray nuclei in the galaxy without reacceleration processes. While this calculation is widely

used, it does not account for uncertainties related to the production of secondary positrons

and electrons. Uncertainties arise due to incomplete knowledge of (a) the primary cosmic-ray

nuclei spectra, (b) modelling of interaction cross-sections and (c) modelling of cosmic-ray

propagation in the galaxy. Uncertainties on the primary electron spectrum are also relevant,

but since the electron injection spectrum at source is expected to have a power law index of

approximately -2 (e.g.[40]) and be equal to that of protons (e.g.[41]) up to about 1 TeV, the

positron fraction is expected to fall as a smooth function of increasing energy if secondary

production dominates.

A rise in the positron fraction at high energy has been postulated for the annihilation of

dark matter particles in the galactic halo[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The production of positrons

through pair production processes in the magnetosphere of near-by pulsars would also yield

a similar positron signature[16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. We note, however, that none of the published

models fit our data well and the reason for the rise remains unexplained.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

We have presented the cosmic-ray positron fraction over a wide energy range, including

the highest energy ever achieved, and with more than an order of magnitude increase in

statistics over previous experiments. Our results clearly show an increase in the positron

abundance at high energy that cannot be understood by standard models describing the

secondary production of cosmic-rays. Either a significant modification in the acceleration

and propagation models for cosmic-rays is needed, or a primary component is present. There

are several interesting candidates for a primary component, including the annihilation of
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of AMS as flown on STS-91 showing the cylindrical permanent magnet, the silicon microstrip tracker planes T1 to

! . ! .T6, the time of flight TOF hodoscope layers S1 to S4, the aerogel cerenkov counter, the anticoincidence counters ACC and low energy

! .particle shields LEPS .

< <nitude, Z , through multiple energy loss measure-

ments. Special care was taken to minimize the amount

of material in the tracker construction; the total

amount of material within the tracker volume was

less than 3% of a radiation length parallel to the

z-axis. The tracker alignment was made first with

metrology, continuously monitored with an infrared

laser system and then verified with high momentum

tracks from the CERN PS test beam. During flight

hits in the tracker were measured with an accuracy

of ;10 mm in the bending, or y, direction and

;30mm in the x and z directions. The resolution in
< <terms of rigidity was verified for Z G2 nuclei using

helium and carbon ion beams at GSI–Darmstadt.

Fig. 2 shows the rigidity resolution for Zs2 flight

data and the agreement with the Zs2 helium data

measured at GSI. Note that at low momenta the

resolution was limited by multiple scattering.

The particle direction and velocity were measured
! .with a four layer, S1 to S4, time-of-flight TOF

hodoscope. Each layer consisted of 14 scintillator

paddles of thickness 10mm, width 110mm, hermeti-

cally arranged with a 5mm overlap. As shown in

Fig. 1, two layers were above the magnet and two

below. The paddles in each pair were orthogonal.

The pulse height information recorded from the TOF
< <paddles provided an additional determination of Z .

The typical accuracy of the time of flight measure-
< <ments was 105 psec for Z s2. Fig. 3 shows the

< <velocity, bsvrc, resolution for high rigidity Z s2

particles.

The velocity measurement was complemented by

a threshold Cerenkov counter made of aerogel with a

refractive index of 1.035.

A layer of anticoincidence scintillation counters
! .ACC covered the inner surface of the magnet to
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metrology, continuously monitored with an infrared

laser system and then verified with high momentum

tracks from the CERN PS test beam. During flight

hits in the tracker were measured with an accuracy

of ;10 mm in the bending, or y, direction and

;30mm in the x and z directions. The resolution in
< <terms of rigidity was verified for Z G2 nuclei using

helium and carbon ion beams at GSI–Darmstadt.

Fig. 2 shows the rigidity resolution for Zs2 flight

data and the agreement with the Zs2 helium data

measured at GSI. Note that at low momenta the

resolution was limited by multiple scattering.

The particle direction and velocity were measured
! .with a four layer, S1 to S4, time-of-flight TOF

hodoscope. Each layer consisted of 14 scintillator

paddles of thickness 10mm, width 110mm, hermeti-

cally arranged with a 5mm overlap. As shown in

Fig. 1, two layers were above the magnet and two

below. The paddles in each pair were orthogonal.

The pulse height information recorded from the TOF
< <paddles provided an additional determination of Z .

The typical accuracy of the time of flight measure-
< <ments was 105 psec for Z s2. Fig. 3 shows the

< <velocity, bsvrc, resolution for high rigidity Z s2

particles.

The velocity measurement was complemented by

a threshold Cerenkov counter made of aerogel with a

refractive index of 1.035.

A layer of anticoincidence scintillation counters
! .ACC covered the inner surface of the magnet to

Trigger: hits in all 4 TOF planes

Track fit: determine particle ‘rigidity’

Beta and direction from TOF

|Z| from energy loss in TOF, tracker

search for Z=-2  (He)

Main background: the huge numbers of p; e (|Z|=1) & He (Z=2) that can be multiple-scattered
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Fig. 8. Measured rigidity times the charge sign for selected

< <Z s2 events.

events up to a rigidity of 140 GV. We found no

antihelium event at any rigidity.

4. Results and interpretation

Since no antihelium nuclei were observed, we can

only establish an upper limit on their flux. Here three

upper limits on this flux relative to the observed flux

of helium nuclei are calculated which differ in the

assumptions used for the antihelium rigidity spec-

trum. In the first it is assumed to have the same

shape as the helium rigidity spectrum. In the second

this spectrum is assumed to be uniform. Finally a

conservative estimate is made independent of the

antihelium rigidity spectrum.

All of these methods require the measured rigidity

spectrum to be corrected for the detector resolution

and efficiency as a function of the measured, R ,m
and incident, R, rigidity. The detection efficiency

! .including the rigidity resolution function, f R,R ,m

was evaluated through complete Monte Carlo simu-
w xlation using the GEANT Monte Carlo package 11 .

The incident rigidity spectrum, dN
XrdR was ex-

tracted from the measured spectrum, dN
XrdR , bym

X ! X .numerical deconvolution of dN rdR sH dN rdRm

! .= f R,R dR. To obtain the detector efficiency form

! .antihelium, e R , a small correction was applied toHe

! .the efficiency for helium nuclei, e R , based onHe

w xthe estimated 12 difference in absorption cross

sections.
! .Letting N R be the number of incident heliumHe i

! . X ! .nuclei in the rigidity bin R ,R qDR and N Ri i He i

be the number of measured He in the same rigidity

bin after correction for the detector resolution, then
X ! . ! . ! . ! .N R se R N R , where e R is the de-He i He i He i He i

tection efficiency in this bin, and similarly for antihe-

lium. Over the rigidity interval studied no He were
X ! .found, N R s0 for each i. At the 95% confi-He i

dence level this is taken to be less than 3 and the

differential upper limit for the flux ratio is given by:

N R 3re R! . ! .He i He i
- . 1! .X

N R N R re R! . ! . ! .He i He i He i

! . ! .The difference between e R and e R is small,He i He i

so these terms practically cancel and the results

below are essentially independent of the detection

efficiency.

1. If the incident He spectrum is assumed to have

the same shape as the He spectrum over the range
! .1-R-140GV, then summing Eq. 1 yields a

limit of:

NHe y6-1.1=10 .
NHe

2. Assuming a uniform He rigidity spectrum, and

using a mean He inverse detection efficiency,
" : ! ! ..1re s# 1re R rn, and noting thatHe He i

X X ! .N s#N R s0 which is also taken to beHe He i

! .less than 3 at the 95% C.L., summing Eq. 1

yields a limit of

" :N RN 3 1re! .# He iHe Hes - ,X
N N R N R re R! . ! . ! .# #He He i He i He i

2! .

which evaluates to

NHe y6-1.8=10 for Rs1.6 to 40GV
NHe

( )J. Alcaraz et al.rPhysics Letters B 461 1999 387–396 395

Fig. 9. Upper limits on the relative flux of antihelium to helium, at

the 95% confidence level, as a function of the rigidity interval

Rs1.6GV to R . These results are independent of the incidentmax

antihelium spectra.

and

NHe y6-3.9=10 for Rs1.6 to 100GV.
NHe

3. For a conservative upper limit, which does not
! .depend on the antihelium spectrum, Eq. 1 is

summed from R s1.6GV up to a varia-min

" :ble R and instead of the mean value 1remax He

the minimum value of this efficiency in the
! .R ,R interval is taken, yieldingmin max

min
N R 3re R ,R! . ! .# He i He min max

- ,X
N R N R re R! . ! . ! .# #He i He i He i

where R s R ,R . 3! . ! .i min max

These results are shown in Fig. 9 as a function of

R .max

In conclusion, we found no antihelium nuclei at

any rigidity. Up to rigidities of 140GV, 2.86=106

helium nuclei were measured. Assuming the antihe-

lium rigidity spectrum to have the same shape as the

helium spectrum, an upper limit at the 95% confi-

dence level on the relative flux of antihelium to

helium of 1.1=10y6 was obtained. This result is an

improvement in both sensitivity and rigidity range
w xover previous measurements 7 . This flight has

shown that the completed AMS on the International

Space Station will provide many orders of magnitude

of improvement in the sensitivity to search for

anithelium.
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! .Fig. 4. Energy loss measurements points are made independently

! . ! . < <in the tracker a and TOF b for Z F2 events. The hatched

< <histogram shows which events were assigned to be Z s1 by the

other detector.

strained by MIR requirements and varied substan-

tially. After undocking the pointing was maintained

within 1, 20 and then 40 degrees of the zenith.

Shortly before descent the shuttle turned over and

the pointing was towards the nadir. For this search,

data collected while passing through the South At-

lantic Anomaly was excluded.

The procedure to search for antihelium began

with event reconstruction, which included:

Ø Measurement of the particle rigidity, R, from the

deflection of the trajectory measured by the tracker

in the magnetic field. To ensure that the particle

was well measured, hits in at least four tracker

planes were required and the fitting was per-

formed with two different algorithms, the results

of which were required to agree.

Ø Measurement of the particle velocity, b , and
direction, zs "1, from the TOF, where zs y1ˆ ˆ
signifies a downward going particle in Fig. 1.

Ø Determination of the magnitude of the particle
< <charge, Z , from the measurements of energy

losses in the TOF counters and tracker planes
! .corrected for b .

From this reconstruction the sign of the particle

charge was derived from the deflection in the rigidity

fit and the direction. The particle mass was derived
< <from Z R and b.

!The major backgrounds to the antihelium Zs
.y2 search are the abundant amount of protons and

! < < . ! .electrons Z s1 and helium Zsq2 . To distin-
guish antihelium from ey, p and He, the detector

response to ey, p and He was studied in three ways:
! . yi from the e , p and He data collected in flight.
! .ii from the He beam data at GSI and the p beam

data at the CERN PS.
! . ! . ! .iii from Monte Carlo studies of i and ii .

Key points in the selection for He events and the

rejection of background were:
< <1. to select eÕents with Z s2: This was to ensure

< <no contamination from Z s1 events with a

wrongly measured charge magnitude which would
< <mimic Z )1 events. Fig. 4 shows the energy

deposition and the assigned charge magnitude as

measured independently by the TOF and the

tracker. The probability of the wrong charge mag-

nitude being assigned by the combined TOF and

tracker measurements was estimated to be less

than 10y7.
< <2. to determine the sign of Z s2 eÕents: This was

to distinguish He from He. This was done with

the following method:

2.1. Identify the particle direction: measurement

of the particle direction leads to the correct

assignment of the sign of the charge. Fig. 5

shows the particle direction, zrb , distribu-ˆ

< <Fig. 5. A typical direction, zrb , distribution for Z s2 events.ˆ
! . ! .As seen, the zsq1 or upward and zsy1 or downwardˆ ˆ

populations are clearly separated.

Select |Z|=2  (p’ of error ~ 10-7)
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! .Fig. 4. Energy loss measurements points are made independently

! . ! . < <in the tracker a and TOF b for Z F2 events. The hatched

< <histogram shows which events were assigned to be Z s1 by the

other detector.

strained by MIR requirements and varied substan-

tially. After undocking the pointing was maintained

within 1, 20 and then 40 degrees of the zenith.

Shortly before descent the shuttle turned over and

the pointing was towards the nadir. For this search,

data collected while passing through the South At-

lantic Anomaly was excluded.

The procedure to search for antihelium began

with event reconstruction, which included:

Ø Measurement of the particle rigidity, R, from the

deflection of the trajectory measured by the tracker

in the magnetic field. To ensure that the particle

was well measured, hits in at least four tracker

planes were required and the fitting was per-

formed with two different algorithms, the results

of which were required to agree.

Ø Measurement of the particle velocity, b , and
direction, zs "1, from the TOF, where zs y1ˆ ˆ
signifies a downward going particle in Fig. 1.

Ø Determination of the magnitude of the particle
< <charge, Z , from the measurements of energy

losses in the TOF counters and tracker planes
! .corrected for b .

From this reconstruction the sign of the particle

charge was derived from the deflection in the rigidity

fit and the direction. The particle mass was derived
< <from Z R and b.

!The major backgrounds to the antihelium Zs
.y2 search are the abundant amount of protons and

! < < . ! .electrons Z s1 and helium Zsq2 . To distin-
guish antihelium from ey, p and He, the detector

response to ey, p and He was studied in three ways:
! . yi from the e , p and He data collected in flight.
! .ii from the He beam data at GSI and the p beam

data at the CERN PS.
! . ! . ! .iii from Monte Carlo studies of i and ii .

Key points in the selection for He events and the

rejection of background were:
< <1. to select eÕents with Z s2: This was to ensure

< <no contamination from Z s1 events with a

wrongly measured charge magnitude which would
< <mimic Z )1 events. Fig. 4 shows the energy

deposition and the assigned charge magnitude as

measured independently by the TOF and the

tracker. The probability of the wrong charge mag-

nitude being assigned by the combined TOF and

tracker measurements was estimated to be less

than 10y7.
< <2. to determine the sign of Z s2 eÕents: This was

to distinguish He from He. This was done with

the following method:

2.1. Identify the particle direction: measurement

of the particle direction leads to the correct

assignment of the sign of the charge. Fig. 5

shows the particle direction, zrb , distribu-ˆ

< <Fig. 5. A typical direction, zrb , distribution for Z s2 events.ˆ
! . ! .As seen, the zsq1 or upward and zsy1 or downwardˆ ˆ

populations are clearly separated.

Determine sign
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! .Fig. 4. Energy loss measurements points are made independently

! . ! . < <in the tracker a and TOF b for Z F2 events. The hatched

< <histogram shows which events were assigned to be Z s1 by the

other detector.

strained by MIR requirements and varied substan-

tially. After undocking the pointing was maintained

within 1, 20 and then 40 degrees of the zenith.

Shortly before descent the shuttle turned over and

the pointing was towards the nadir. For this search,

data collected while passing through the South At-

lantic Anomaly was excluded.

The procedure to search for antihelium began

with event reconstruction, which included:

Ø Measurement of the particle rigidity, R, from the

deflection of the trajectory measured by the tracker

in the magnetic field. To ensure that the particle

was well measured, hits in at least four tracker

planes were required and the fitting was per-

formed with two different algorithms, the results

of which were required to agree.

Ø Measurement of the particle velocity, b , and
direction, zs "1, from the TOF, where zs y1ˆ ˆ
signifies a downward going particle in Fig. 1.

Ø Determination of the magnitude of the particle
< <charge, Z , from the measurements of energy

losses in the TOF counters and tracker planes
! .corrected for b .

From this reconstruction the sign of the particle

charge was derived from the deflection in the rigidity

fit and the direction. The particle mass was derived
< <from Z R and b.

!The major backgrounds to the antihelium Zs
.y2 search are the abundant amount of protons and

! < < . ! .electrons Z s1 and helium Zsq2 . To distin-
guish antihelium from ey, p and He, the detector

response to ey, p and He was studied in three ways:
! . yi from the e , p and He data collected in flight.
! .ii from the He beam data at GSI and the p beam

data at the CERN PS.
! . ! . ! .iii from Monte Carlo studies of i and ii .

Key points in the selection for He events and the

rejection of background were:
< <1. to select eÕents with Z s2: This was to ensure

< <no contamination from Z s1 events with a

wrongly measured charge magnitude which would
< <mimic Z )1 events. Fig. 4 shows the energy

deposition and the assigned charge magnitude as

measured independently by the TOF and the

tracker. The probability of the wrong charge mag-

nitude being assigned by the combined TOF and

tracker measurements was estimated to be less

than 10y7.
< <2. to determine the sign of Z s2 eÕents: This was

to distinguish He from He. This was done with

the following method:

2.1. Identify the particle direction: measurement

of the particle direction leads to the correct

assignment of the sign of the charge. Fig. 5

shows the particle direction, zrb , distribu-ˆ

< <Fig. 5. A typical direction, zrb , distribution for Z s2 events.ˆ
! . ! .As seen, the zsq1 or upward and zsy1 or downwardˆ ˆ

populations are clearly separated.

Remove background
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! .Fig. 4. Energy loss measurements points are made independently

! . ! . < <in the tracker a and TOF b for Z F2 events. The hatched

< <histogram shows which events were assigned to be Z s1 by the

other detector.

strained by MIR requirements and varied substan-

tially. After undocking the pointing was maintained

within 1, 20 and then 40 degrees of the zenith.

Shortly before descent the shuttle turned over and

the pointing was towards the nadir. For this search,

data collected while passing through the South At-

lantic Anomaly was excluded.

The procedure to search for antihelium began

with event reconstruction, which included:

Ø Measurement of the particle rigidity, R, from the

deflection of the trajectory measured by the tracker

in the magnetic field. To ensure that the particle

was well measured, hits in at least four tracker

planes were required and the fitting was per-

formed with two different algorithms, the results

of which were required to agree.

Ø Measurement of the particle velocity, b , and
direction, zs "1, from the TOF, where zs y1ˆ ˆ
signifies a downward going particle in Fig. 1.

Ø Determination of the magnitude of the particle
< <charge, Z , from the measurements of energy

losses in the TOF counters and tracker planes
! .corrected for b .

From this reconstruction the sign of the particle

charge was derived from the deflection in the rigidity

fit and the direction. The particle mass was derived
< <from Z R and b.

!The major backgrounds to the antihelium Zs
.y2 search are the abundant amount of protons and

! < < . ! .electrons Z s1 and helium Zsq2 . To distin-
guish antihelium from ey, p and He, the detector

response to ey, p and He was studied in three ways:
! . yi from the e , p and He data collected in flight.
! .ii from the He beam data at GSI and the p beam

data at the CERN PS.
! . ! . ! .iii from Monte Carlo studies of i and ii .

Key points in the selection for He events and the

rejection of background were:
< <1. to select eÕents with Z s2: This was to ensure

< <no contamination from Z s1 events with a

wrongly measured charge magnitude which would
< <mimic Z )1 events. Fig. 4 shows the energy

deposition and the assigned charge magnitude as

measured independently by the TOF and the

tracker. The probability of the wrong charge mag-

nitude being assigned by the combined TOF and

tracker measurements was estimated to be less

than 10y7.
< <2. to determine the sign of Z s2 eÕents: This was

to distinguish He from He. This was done with

the following method:

2.1. Identify the particle direction: measurement

of the particle direction leads to the correct

assignment of the sign of the charge. Fig. 5

shows the particle direction, zrb , distribu-ˆ

< <Fig. 5. A typical direction, zrb , distribution for Z s2 events.ˆ
! . ! .As seen, the zsq1 or upward and zsy1 or downwardˆ ˆ

populations are clearly separated.

Measured rigidity times the charge
sign for selected |Z| = 2 events
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Outlook

AMS: launched last summer on the last flight of the space shuttle,
will collect data for several years, reaching 10-9 sensitivity to antiprotons

The real question is how sensitive, and up to which momenta, AMS 
is to positrons, so that the PAMELA signal can be verified and explored 
further.  With the reduced magnetic field, its sensitivity appears limited
to 50 GeV ... 

Cosmic-Ray Positron Identification through Bremsstrahlung Conversion

J. Olzem!, H. Gast and S. Schaela

a1. Physikalisches Institut B, RWTH Aachen, D-52074 Aachen, Germany

The main challenge of cosmic-ray positron measurements is the suppression of the vast proton background. An
approach to the positron identification which is based on the reconstruction of pair production by bremsstrahlung
photons is presented. It has been applied to data taken by the AMS-01 experiment and yields a proton rejection
of more than 105, allowing to extend the positron sensitivity limit of the experiment from 3 GeV to 50 GeV.

1. Introduction

Of the cosmic-ray particles, antiparticles, such
as the positron, are of particular interest. They
are secondarily produced in hadronic interactions
of cosmic-ray nuclei with the interstellar medium.
As predicted by several theories, such as super-
symmetric extensions to the Standard Model,
dark matter annihilation may constitute a pri-
mary source of antiparticles [1]. The prospect of
indirect dark matter detection motivates a new
measurement of the cosmic-ray positron to elec-
tron flux ratio.

In the energy range from 1-50 GeV, the number
of cosmic-ray protons exceeds that of positrons
by a factor of about 104 [2,3]. The suppres-
sion of this huge proton background entails high
demands on instrumentation and analysis tech-
niques. We have developed an approach to the
positron identification based on the reconstruc-
tion of pair production by bremsstrahlung pho-
tons in tracking detectors. Applied to data taken
by the AMS-01 experiment, it allows for positron
identification up to energies of 50 GeV.

2. Pair production by bremsstrahlung pho-
tons

Due to the inverse quadratical dependence
of the cross section on the particle mass,
bremsstrahlung from protons is suppressed by
a factor of more than 3 · 106 with respect to
positrons. Thus, bremsstrahlung emission can of-

!E-mail address: jan.olzem@cern.ch
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Figure 1. Signature of pair production by a
bremsstrahlung photon.

fer suitable proton background suppression when
correctly identified. Fig. 1 shows the principle
of a converted bremsstrahlung event. A primary
positron or electron emits a photon in the mate-
rial distribution of the experiment. If this pho-
ton converts into an electron positron pair, three
particles can be observed in the tracking detec-
tor. The emission angle of the photon as well as
the opening angle of the electron positron pair fol-
low distributions with most probable values in the
order of the reciprocal Lorentz factor, ! ! 1/".
Hence, in the GeV energy range, these values are
practically equal to zero.

The dominant background to the positron sam-
ple is caused by protons undergoing hadronic re-
actions in the material distribution of the ex-

Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) 173 (2007) 51–55

0920-5632/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

www.elsevierphysics.com

doi:10.1016/j.nuclphysbps.2007.08.025
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Outlook

AMS: launched last summer on the last flight of the space shuttle,
will collect data for several years, reaching 10-9 sensitivity to antiprotons

UPDATE:

 
first data from AMS on ISS shown July 2012: positrons identified up to 

several 100 GeV!

The real question is how sensitive, and up to which momenta, AMS 
is to positrons, so that the PAMELA signal can be verified and explored 
further.  With the reduced magnetic field, its sensitivity appears limited
to 50 GeV ... 

Cosmic-Ray Positron Identification through Bremsstrahlung Conversion

J. Olzem!, H. Gast and S. Schaela

a1. Physikalisches Institut B, RWTH Aachen, D-52074 Aachen, Germany

The main challenge of cosmic-ray positron measurements is the suppression of the vast proton background. An
approach to the positron identification which is based on the reconstruction of pair production by bremsstrahlung
photons is presented. It has been applied to data taken by the AMS-01 experiment and yields a proton rejection
of more than 105, allowing to extend the positron sensitivity limit of the experiment from 3 GeV to 50 GeV.

1. Introduction

Of the cosmic-ray particles, antiparticles, such
as the positron, are of particular interest. They
are secondarily produced in hadronic interactions
of cosmic-ray nuclei with the interstellar medium.
As predicted by several theories, such as super-
symmetric extensions to the Standard Model,
dark matter annihilation may constitute a pri-
mary source of antiparticles [1]. The prospect of
indirect dark matter detection motivates a new
measurement of the cosmic-ray positron to elec-
tron flux ratio.

In the energy range from 1-50 GeV, the number
of cosmic-ray protons exceeds that of positrons
by a factor of about 104 [2,3]. The suppres-
sion of this huge proton background entails high
demands on instrumentation and analysis tech-
niques. We have developed an approach to the
positron identification based on the reconstruc-
tion of pair production by bremsstrahlung pho-
tons in tracking detectors. Applied to data taken
by the AMS-01 experiment, it allows for positron
identification up to energies of 50 GeV.

2. Pair production by bremsstrahlung pho-
tons

Due to the inverse quadratical dependence
of the cross section on the particle mass,
bremsstrahlung from protons is suppressed by
a factor of more than 3 · 106 with respect to
positrons. Thus, bremsstrahlung emission can of-
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Figure 1. Signature of pair production by a
bremsstrahlung photon.

fer suitable proton background suppression when
correctly identified. Fig. 1 shows the principle
of a converted bremsstrahlung event. A primary
positron or electron emits a photon in the mate-
rial distribution of the experiment. If this pho-
ton converts into an electron positron pair, three
particles can be observed in the tracking detec-
tor. The emission angle of the photon as well as
the opening angle of the electron positron pair fol-
low distributions with most probable values in the
order of the reciprocal Lorentz factor, ! ! 1/".
Hence, in the GeV energy range, these values are
practically equal to zero.

The dominant background to the positron sam-
ple is caused by protons undergoing hadronic re-
actions in the material distribution of the ex-

Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) 173 (2007) 51–55

0920-5632/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

www.elsevierphysics.com

doi:10.1016/j.nuclphysbps.2007.08.025
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PAMELA/Fermi signal confirmed

stay tuned....

http://www.aanda.org/index.php?option=com_article&access=doi&doi=10.1051/0004-6361/201014225&Itemid=129

standard (“boring”) astrophysical sources sufficient to explain a rise:

is there a drop at higher energies? could then be sign of dark matter...

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1304.1482.pdf
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Overview:

   1. Introduction and overview
   2. Antimatter at high energies (SppS, LEP, Fermilab)
   3. Meson spectroscopy (antimatter as QCD probe)

   4. Astroparticle physics and cosmology
   5. CP and CPT violation tests
   6. Precision tests with Antihydrogen: spectroscopy

   7. Precision tests with Antihydrogen:gravity
   8. Applications of antimatter
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Back to Earth: antimatter in the lab

Search for some form of asymmetry between 
matter and antimatter :  CP and CPT/ /
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Plan A: CP violation

P violation known since 1955, 

CP violation since 1964 in K
0

CP violation in B mesons (BaBar, Belle) since 2001 

CP violation in D mesons (LHCb) since 2011

CKM matrix

0

0
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Two ways to violate CPT

•  CPTV through decoherence 

• (non-unitarity; entanglement with quantum-gravity 

environment) - Ellis, et al.

• CPTV within quantum mechanics 

• (e.g., spontaneous Lorentz violation)

Standard Model Extension (Kostelecky)

43

Plan B: CPT violation

Two ways to violate CPT

Mavromatos, Ellis, ... http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F11377306_8

arXiv:hepth/ 0312310 ; arXiv:hep-ph/0308300 
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Type II: “Model” for CPTV: standard 
model extention SME

• Spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking by (exotic) string vacua

• Note: there is a preferred frame, sidereal variation due to earth
  rotation may be detectable

CPT & Lorentz violation

Lorentz violation

Modified Dirac eq. in SME

45
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Verifications of CPT symmetry
Tests of particle/antiparticle symmetry (PDG)

Inconsistent definition of figure of merit: comparison difficult
Pattern of CPT violation unknown (P: weak interaction, CP: mesons)

10!27 10!24 10!21 10!18 10!15 10!12 10!9 10!6 10!3 100

relative accuracy

e± g-factor

µ± g-factor

e± mass

K0-K0 mass

p-p mass, charge

p-p charge/mass

H-H 1S-2S

H-H GS-HFS

10!27 10!24 10!21 10!18 10!15 10!12 10!9 10!6 10!3 100

10!27 10!24 10!21 10!18 10!15 10!12 10!9 10!6 10!3 100

relative accuracy

absolute accurace (GeV)

e± g-factor

µ± g-factor

e± mass

K0-K0 mass

p-p mass, charge

p-p charge/mass

H-H 1S-2S

H-H GS-HFS

Absolute energy scale: standard model extension (Kostelecky)

planned

46

Inconsistent definition of figure of merit: comparison difficult
Pattern of CPT violation unknown (P: weak interaction; CP: mesons)

Absolute energy scale: standard model extension (Kostelecky)

absolute accuracy [GeV]

charge

mass
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AD: Antimatter Factory

[J. Y. Hémery & S. Maury, NPA 655 (1999) 345c]

AEGIS
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1) q/m measurement of the (anti)proton

ω = Bq/m
vspace*1cm

K1 → 2π

K2 → 2π

|K0�

|ds̄�

|K̄0�

|d̄s�

CP |K0� → |K̄0�

CP |K0� → |K̄0�

K0 =
√

1+|�|2√
2(1+�)

(KS + KL)

K̄0 =
√

1+|�|2√
2(1+�)

(KS −KL)

CP |K1� = |K1�

CP |K2� = −|K2�

CP |2π;L = 0� = +1

1

In a magnetic field, charged particles follow cyclotron orbits: 

Add an electrical potential well:

c

ω = Bq/m
vspace*1cm

K1 → 2π

K2 → 2π

|K0�

|ds̄�

|K̄0�

|d̄s�

CP |K0� → |K̄0�

CP |K0� → |K̄0�

K0 =
√

1+|�|2√
2(1+�)

(KS + KL)

K̄0 =
√

1+|�|2√
2(1+�)

(KS −KL)

CP |K1� = |K1�

CP |K2� = −|K2�

CP |2π;L = 0� = +1

1

z

More generally: motion in Penning trap:
strong homogeneous axial magnetic field to 
confine particles radially and a quadrupole 
electric field to confine the particles axially
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proton:
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Picture of Penning trap

Antiproton and proton in Penning trap:

- first scheme: alternate proton and antiproton (systematics!)

- advanced measurement: compare antiproton with H- held
  simultaneously in Penning trap

requires advanced particle manipulation schemes (“parking”, high-sensitivity and high-selectivity tuned circuit )
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Cyclotron frequency of the antiproton

• !c gives Q/M
• Problem: accuracy of B?
• Compare particles in same magnetic field

• Antiproton, proton
• Antiproton, H–

• Final accuracy
• 10–10

G. Gabrielse, D. Phillips,  W. Quint, 1993

G. Gabrielse et al., 
PRL 82 (1999) 3198
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Exotic atom formation

• stopping of 
negatively charged 
particles in matter
• slowing down by 

ionization (normal 
energy loss)

• end when kinetic 
energy < ionization 
energy

• capture in high-lying 
orbits with n~!(M*/me) 

example: antiprotonic helium
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_ +
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+
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2) measurement of the magnetic moment 
of the (anti)proton via antiprotonic helium
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determination of µp !

• !SHF
+ , !SHF

" most sensitive, but impossible to measure (power requirement)

• !!HF = !HF
" " !HF

+ = !SHF
+ " !SHF

" : sensitive to #p!

• sensitivity factors from theory (D. Bakalov and E.W., PRA 76 (2007)  012512)

• S(F,J)= !EnFLJ / !µp! |µp! ="µp

• S(!
HF

+) = S(F"J"") " S(F+J+")

(n,L)
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!!HF

determination of  µp
_
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Magnetic moment of the antiproton
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Other systematic effects that influence the measurement in-
clude external magnetic fields, precision of the microwave fre-
quency source, shot-to-shot microwave power fluctuations and
variances in the laser position and fluence from day to day. How-
ever these effects have been determined to be far smaller than the
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the antiproton beam. Data was mea-
sured over a long period to reduce these drift effects and variations
in the p̄ intensity have been reduced by normalising the second
laser induced annihilation peak with the first (proportional to the
number of antiprotons captured). Despite these considerations the
reduced chi-squared !red of the fit was !red ! 3. To adjust for this
the error bars were inflated by

"
!red ! 1.7.

Bakalov calculated that a broadening of "±
HF due to an exter-

nal magnetic field occurs at a rate of #± ! 5.6 MHz/G [28]. The
similarity between the Fourier transform of the microwave pulse
and the spectral line widths [25] confirms that the target region
was well shielded during the experiment. Due to referencing to
a 10 MHz GPS receiver, the precision of the frequency source is
several orders of magnitude less than the resolution of this exper-
iment. Therefore the statistical errors are much greater than the
systematic.

The individual transition frequencies have a negligible de-
pendence on µp̄

s . However $"HF is directly proportional to this
value. The predicted density shift for $"HF is far smaller, % =
0.003 Hz/mbar [27] than the precision of this experiment. If
this is the case, the total splitting can be calculated from the

Table 2
Experimental data compared with three-body QED predictions, where "±

HF are the
HF transition frequencies and $"HF is the difference between "#

HF and "+
HF. The

quoted theoretical errors have been estimated by Bakalov and Widmann [18].

"+
HF (GHz) "#

HF (GHz) $"HF (MHz)

This work 12.896 641(63) 12.924 461(63) 27.825(33)
2002 [12] 12.895 96(34) 12.924 67(29) 28.71(44)

Korobov [15] 12.8963(13) 12.9242(13) 27.896(33)
Kino [17] 12.8960(13) 12.9239(13) 27.889(33)

difference between each pair of transitions that were measured
at common densities $"HF = !N

i ("#
HFi

# "+
HFi

)/N , rather than
the difference between the sum of each transition measurement
$"HF = (

!N
i "#

HFi
# !N

i "+
HFi

)/N , where i is the index of a mea-
surement and N = 3 is the total number of density dependent
measurements. Fig. 5 displays $"HF as a function of target pres-
sure compared to the two most recent theories.

Fitting a first order polynomial, results in a gradient almost
half that of its associated error, % = 0.24 ± 0.37 kHz/mbar, so the
above holds and the data can be averaged to obtain a final value
of $"HF. Table 2 presents the data for the recent and previous ex-
periments compared to the two most up to date theories.

This work demonstrates the completion of a systematic ex-
perimental study on the HF splitting of the (37, 35) state of
p̄He+ . The experimental error of "±

HF has been reduced by a fac-
tor 20 less than that of the theoretical calculations and, although
%exp-th = 300–600 kHz, it is well within the estimated theoretical
error 1.3 MHz. The experimental precision for $"HF has reached
that of theory and has been improved by more than a factor of 10
over the first measurement [12]. There is a two sigma agreement
between theory and experiment.

The sensitivity S of $"HF on µp̄
s for the (37,35) state is S $

dE/dµp̄
s = 10.1 MHz/µN [18], where µN is the nuclear magneton.

Thus the magnetic moment can be determined to be:

µp̄
s = #2.7862(83)µN , (1)

where the uncertainty has been calculated by adding $exp-th with
the errors of theory and experiment in quadrature, resulting in a
one sigma error, slightly less than the value determined by Kreissl
et al. [19], while the deviation from the magnitude of the proton
spin magnetic moment, µp

s = 2.792847351(28), is similar but op-
posite in sign.

The absolute values for the magnetic moments of the proton
and antiproton are in agreement within

µp
s # |µp̄

s |
µp

s
= (2.4± 2.9) % 10#3. (2)

Fig. 4. The difference %exp-th = "exp #"th for "±
HF between experiment and the closest theory = 0 MHz [15]. The second theory [17] is another 300 kHz less. The experimental

value of "+
HF is shown as a solid triangle (Q) and "#

HF as an empty triangle (P). The estimated theoretical error is 1.3 MHz [18] and therefore too large to be shown on the
scale of these graphs. (a) Pressure dependence, where the point at 250 mbar is the average of two power dependent measurements from [13]. The points represented by the
solid circle (") and empty circle (!) shown at p = 0 mbar are "̄+

HF and "̄#
HF respectively. (b) Power dependence measured at constant pressure p = 150 mbar the average of

which constitutes the point at p = 150 mbar in (a).
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a 10 MHz GPS receiver, the precision of the frequency source is
several orders of magnitude less than the resolution of this exper-
iment. Therefore the statistical errors are much greater than the
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The individual transition frequencies have a negligible de-
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s . However $"HF is directly proportional to this
value. The predicted density shift for $"HF is far smaller, % =
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this is the case, the total splitting can be calculated from the
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$"HF = (
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i "#

HFi
# !N
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HFi

)/N , where i is the index of a mea-
surement and N = 3 is the total number of density dependent
measurements. Fig. 5 displays $"HF as a function of target pres-
sure compared to the two most recent theories.

Fitting a first order polynomial, results in a gradient almost
half that of its associated error, % = 0.24 ± 0.37 kHz/mbar, so the
above holds and the data can be averaged to obtain a final value
of $"HF. Table 2 presents the data for the recent and previous ex-
periments compared to the two most up to date theories.

This work demonstrates the completion of a systematic ex-
perimental study on the HF splitting of the (37, 35) state of
p̄He+ . The experimental error of "±

HF has been reduced by a fac-
tor 20 less than that of the theoretical calculations and, although
%exp-th = 300–600 kHz, it is well within the estimated theoretical
error 1.3 MHz. The experimental precision for $"HF has reached
that of theory and has been improved by more than a factor of 10
over the first measurement [12]. There is a two sigma agreement
between theory and experiment.

The sensitivity S of $"HF on µp̄
s for the (37,35) state is S $

dE/dµp̄
s = 10.1 MHz/µN [18], where µN is the nuclear magneton.

Thus the magnetic moment can be determined to be:

µp̄
s = #2.7862(83)µN , (1)

where the uncertainty has been calculated by adding $exp-th with
the errors of theory and experiment in quadrature, resulting in a
one sigma error, slightly less than the value determined by Kreissl
et al. [19], while the deviation from the magnitude of the proton
spin magnetic moment, µp

s = 2.792847351(28), is similar but op-
posite in sign.

The absolute values for the magnetic moments of the proton
and antiproton are in agreement within

µp
s # |µp̄

s |
µp

s
= (2.4± 2.9) % 10#3. (2)

Fig. 4. The difference %exp-th = "exp #"th for "±
HF between experiment and the closest theory = 0 MHz [15]. The second theory [17] is another 300 kHz less. The experimental

value of "+
HF is shown as a solid triangle (Q) and "#

HF as an empty triangle (P). The estimated theoretical error is 1.3 MHz [18] and therefore too large to be shown on the
scale of these graphs. (a) Pressure dependence, where the point at 250 mbar is the average of two power dependent measurements from [13]. The points represented by the
solid circle (") and empty circle (!) shown at p = 0 mbar are "̄+

HF and "̄#
HF respectively. (b) Power dependence measured at constant pressure p = 150 mbar the average of

which constitutes the point at p = 150 mbar in (a).
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Other systematic effects that influence the measurement in-
clude external magnetic fields, precision of the microwave fre-
quency source, shot-to-shot microwave power fluctuations and
variances in the laser position and fluence from day to day. How-
ever these effects have been determined to be far smaller than the
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the antiproton beam. Data was mea-
sured over a long period to reduce these drift effects and variations
in the p̄ intensity have been reduced by normalising the second
laser induced annihilation peak with the first (proportional to the
number of antiprotons captured). Despite these considerations the
reduced chi-squared !red of the fit was !red ! 3. To adjust for this
the error bars were inflated by

"
!red ! 1.7.

Bakalov calculated that a broadening of "±
HF due to an exter-

nal magnetic field occurs at a rate of #± ! 5.6 MHz/G [28]. The
similarity between the Fourier transform of the microwave pulse
and the spectral line widths [25] confirms that the target region
was well shielded during the experiment. Due to referencing to
a 10 MHz GPS receiver, the precision of the frequency source is
several orders of magnitude less than the resolution of this exper-
iment. Therefore the statistical errors are much greater than the
systematic.

The individual transition frequencies have a negligible de-
pendence on µp̄

s . However $"HF is directly proportional to this
value. The predicted density shift for $"HF is far smaller, % =
0.003 Hz/mbar [27] than the precision of this experiment. If
this is the case, the total splitting can be calculated from the

Table 2
Experimental data compared with three-body QED predictions, where "±

HF are the
HF transition frequencies and $"HF is the difference between "#

HF and "+
HF. The

quoted theoretical errors have been estimated by Bakalov and Widmann [18].
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Kino [17] 12.8960(13) 12.9239(13) 27.889(33)
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sure compared to the two most recent theories.

Fitting a first order polynomial, results in a gradient almost
half that of its associated error, % = 0.24 ± 0.37 kHz/mbar, so the
above holds and the data can be averaged to obtain a final value
of $"HF. Table 2 presents the data for the recent and previous ex-
periments compared to the two most up to date theories.

This work demonstrates the completion of a systematic ex-
perimental study on the HF splitting of the (37, 35) state of
p̄He+ . The experimental error of "±

HF has been reduced by a fac-
tor 20 less than that of the theoretical calculations and, although
%exp-th = 300–600 kHz, it is well within the estimated theoretical
error 1.3 MHz. The experimental precision for $"HF has reached
that of theory and has been improved by more than a factor of 10
over the first measurement [12]. There is a two sigma agreement
between theory and experiment.

The sensitivity S of $"HF on µp̄
s for the (37,35) state is S $

dE/dµp̄
s = 10.1 MHz/µN [18], where µN is the nuclear magneton.

Thus the magnetic moment can be determined to be:

µp̄
s = #2.7862(83)µN , (1)

where the uncertainty has been calculated by adding $exp-th with
the errors of theory and experiment in quadrature, resulting in a
one sigma error, slightly less than the value determined by Kreissl
et al. [19], while the deviation from the magnitude of the proton
spin magnetic moment, µp

s = 2.792847351(28), is similar but op-
posite in sign.

The absolute values for the magnetic moments of the proton
and antiproton are in agreement within
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Fig. 4. The difference %exp-th = "exp #"th for "±
HF between experiment and the closest theory = 0 MHz [15]. The second theory [17] is another 300 kHz less. The experimental

value of "+
HF is shown as a solid triangle (Q) and "#

HF as an empty triangle (P). The estimated theoretical error is 1.3 MHz [18] and therefore too large to be shown on the
scale of these graphs. (a) Pressure dependence, where the point at 250 mbar is the average of two power dependent measurements from [13]. The points represented by the
solid circle (") and empty circle (!) shown at p = 0 mbar are "̄+

HF and "̄#
HF respectively. (b) Power dependence measured at constant pressure p = 150 mbar the average of

which constitutes the point at p = 150 mbar in (a).
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Other systematic effects that influence the measurement in-
clude external magnetic fields, precision of the microwave fre-
quency source, shot-to-shot microwave power fluctuations and
variances in the laser position and fluence from day to day. How-
ever these effects have been determined to be far smaller than the
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the antiproton beam. Data was mea-
sured over a long period to reduce these drift effects and variations
in the p̄ intensity have been reduced by normalising the second
laser induced annihilation peak with the first (proportional to the
number of antiprotons captured). Despite these considerations the
reduced chi-squared !red of the fit was !red ! 3. To adjust for this
the error bars were inflated by

"
!red ! 1.7.

Bakalov calculated that a broadening of "±
HF due to an exter-

nal magnetic field occurs at a rate of #± ! 5.6 MHz/G [28]. The
similarity between the Fourier transform of the microwave pulse
and the spectral line widths [25] confirms that the target region
was well shielded during the experiment. Due to referencing to
a 10 MHz GPS receiver, the precision of the frequency source is
several orders of magnitude less than the resolution of this exper-
iment. Therefore the statistical errors are much greater than the
systematic.

The individual transition frequencies have a negligible de-
pendence on µp̄

s . However $"HF is directly proportional to this
value. The predicted density shift for $"HF is far smaller, % =
0.003 Hz/mbar [27] than the precision of this experiment. If
this is the case, the total splitting can be calculated from the

Table 2
Experimental data compared with three-body QED predictions, where "±

HF are the
HF transition frequencies and $"HF is the difference between "#

HF and "+
HF. The

quoted theoretical errors have been estimated by Bakalov and Widmann [18].

"+
HF (GHz) "#

HF (GHz) $"HF (MHz)

This work 12.896 641(63) 12.924 461(63) 27.825(33)
2002 [12] 12.895 96(34) 12.924 67(29) 28.71(44)

Korobov [15] 12.8963(13) 12.9242(13) 27.896(33)
Kino [17] 12.8960(13) 12.9239(13) 27.889(33)

difference between each pair of transitions that were measured
at common densities $"HF = !N

i ("#
HFi

# "+
HFi

)/N , rather than
the difference between the sum of each transition measurement
$"HF = (

!N
i "#

HFi
# !N

i "+
HFi

)/N , where i is the index of a mea-
surement and N = 3 is the total number of density dependent
measurements. Fig. 5 displays $"HF as a function of target pres-
sure compared to the two most recent theories.

Fitting a first order polynomial, results in a gradient almost
half that of its associated error, % = 0.24 ± 0.37 kHz/mbar, so the
above holds and the data can be averaged to obtain a final value
of $"HF. Table 2 presents the data for the recent and previous ex-
periments compared to the two most up to date theories.

This work demonstrates the completion of a systematic ex-
perimental study on the HF splitting of the (37, 35) state of
p̄He+ . The experimental error of "±

HF has been reduced by a fac-
tor 20 less than that of the theoretical calculations and, although
%exp-th = 300–600 kHz, it is well within the estimated theoretical
error 1.3 MHz. The experimental precision for $"HF has reached
that of theory and has been improved by more than a factor of 10
over the first measurement [12]. There is a two sigma agreement
between theory and experiment.

The sensitivity S of $"HF on µp̄
s for the (37,35) state is S $

dE/dµp̄
s = 10.1 MHz/µN [18], where µN is the nuclear magneton.

Thus the magnetic moment can be determined to be:

µp̄
s = #2.7862(83)µN , (1)

where the uncertainty has been calculated by adding $exp-th with
the errors of theory and experiment in quadrature, resulting in a
one sigma error, slightly less than the value determined by Kreissl
et al. [19], while the deviation from the magnitude of the proton
spin magnetic moment, µp

s = 2.792847351(28), is similar but op-
posite in sign.

The absolute values for the magnetic moments of the proton
and antiproton are in agreement within

µp
s # |µp̄

s |
µp

s
= (2.4± 2.9) % 10#3. (2)

Fig. 4. The difference %exp-th = "exp #"th for "±
HF between experiment and the closest theory = 0 MHz [15]. The second theory [17] is another 300 kHz less. The experimental

value of "+
HF is shown as a solid triangle (Q) and "#

HF as an empty triangle (P). The estimated theoretical error is 1.3 MHz [18] and therefore too large to be shown on the
scale of these graphs. (a) Pressure dependence, where the point at 250 mbar is the average of two power dependent measurements from [13]. The points represented by the
solid circle (") and empty circle (!) shown at p = 0 mbar are "̄+

HF and "̄#
HF respectively. (b) Power dependence measured at constant pressure p = 150 mbar the average of

which constitutes the point at p = 150 mbar in (a).
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Other systematic effects that influence the measurement in-
clude external magnetic fields, precision of the microwave fre-
quency source, shot-to-shot microwave power fluctuations and
variances in the laser position and fluence from day to day. How-
ever these effects have been determined to be far smaller than the
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the antiproton beam. Data was mea-
sured over a long period to reduce these drift effects and variations
in the p̄ intensity have been reduced by normalising the second
laser induced annihilation peak with the first (proportional to the
number of antiprotons captured). Despite these considerations the
reduced chi-squared !red of the fit was !red ! 3. To adjust for this
the error bars were inflated by

"
!red ! 1.7.

Bakalov calculated that a broadening of "±
HF due to an exter-

nal magnetic field occurs at a rate of #± ! 5.6 MHz/G [28]. The
similarity between the Fourier transform of the microwave pulse
and the spectral line widths [25] confirms that the target region
was well shielded during the experiment. Due to referencing to
a 10 MHz GPS receiver, the precision of the frequency source is
several orders of magnitude less than the resolution of this exper-
iment. Therefore the statistical errors are much greater than the
systematic.

The individual transition frequencies have a negligible de-
pendence on µp̄

s . However $"HF is directly proportional to this
value. The predicted density shift for $"HF is far smaller, % =
0.003 Hz/mbar [27] than the precision of this experiment. If
this is the case, the total splitting can be calculated from the

Table 2
Experimental data compared with three-body QED predictions, where "±

HF are the
HF transition frequencies and $"HF is the difference between "#

HF and "+
HF. The

quoted theoretical errors have been estimated by Bakalov and Widmann [18].
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HF (GHz) "#

HF (GHz) $"HF (MHz)
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)/N , rather than
the difference between the sum of each transition measurement
$"HF = (
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)/N , where i is the index of a mea-
surement and N = 3 is the total number of density dependent
measurements. Fig. 5 displays $"HF as a function of target pres-
sure compared to the two most recent theories.

Fitting a first order polynomial, results in a gradient almost
half that of its associated error, % = 0.24 ± 0.37 kHz/mbar, so the
above holds and the data can be averaged to obtain a final value
of $"HF. Table 2 presents the data for the recent and previous ex-
periments compared to the two most up to date theories.

This work demonstrates the completion of a systematic ex-
perimental study on the HF splitting of the (37, 35) state of
p̄He+ . The experimental error of "±

HF has been reduced by a fac-
tor 20 less than that of the theoretical calculations and, although
%exp-th = 300–600 kHz, it is well within the estimated theoretical
error 1.3 MHz. The experimental precision for $"HF has reached
that of theory and has been improved by more than a factor of 10
over the first measurement [12]. There is a two sigma agreement
between theory and experiment.

The sensitivity S of $"HF on µp̄
s for the (37,35) state is S $

dE/dµp̄
s = 10.1 MHz/µN [18], where µN is the nuclear magneton.

Thus the magnetic moment can be determined to be:

µp̄
s = #2.7862(83)µN , (1)

where the uncertainty has been calculated by adding $exp-th with
the errors of theory and experiment in quadrature, resulting in a
one sigma error, slightly less than the value determined by Kreissl
et al. [19], while the deviation from the magnitude of the proton
spin magnetic moment, µp

s = 2.792847351(28), is similar but op-
posite in sign.

The absolute values for the magnetic moments of the proton
and antiproton are in agreement within

µp
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s
= (2.4± 2.9) % 10#3. (2)

Fig. 4. The difference %exp-th = "exp #"th for "±
HF between experiment and the closest theory = 0 MHz [15]. The second theory [17] is another 300 kHz less. The experimental

value of "+
HF is shown as a solid triangle (Q) and "#

HF as an empty triangle (P). The estimated theoretical error is 1.3 MHz [18] and therefore too large to be shown on the
scale of these graphs. (a) Pressure dependence, where the point at 250 mbar is the average of two power dependent measurements from [13]. The points represented by the
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HF respectively. (b) Power dependence measured at constant pressure p = 150 mbar the average of

which constitutes the point at p = 150 mbar in (a).
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clude external magnetic fields, precision of the microwave fre-
quency source, shot-to-shot microwave power fluctuations and
variances in the laser position and fluence from day to day. How-
ever these effects have been determined to be far smaller than the
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the antiproton beam. Data was mea-
sured over a long period to reduce these drift effects and variations
in the p̄ intensity have been reduced by normalising the second
laser induced annihilation peak with the first (proportional to the
number of antiprotons captured). Despite these considerations the
reduced chi-squared !red of the fit was !red ! 3. To adjust for this
the error bars were inflated by
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!red ! 1.7.

Bakalov calculated that a broadening of "±
HF due to an exter-

nal magnetic field occurs at a rate of #± ! 5.6 MHz/G [28]. The
similarity between the Fourier transform of the microwave pulse
and the spectral line widths [25] confirms that the target region
was well shielded during the experiment. Due to referencing to
a 10 MHz GPS receiver, the precision of the frequency source is
several orders of magnitude less than the resolution of this exper-
iment. Therefore the statistical errors are much greater than the
systematic.

The individual transition frequencies have a negligible de-
pendence on µp̄

s . However $"HF is directly proportional to this
value. The predicted density shift for $"HF is far smaller, % =
0.003 Hz/mbar [27] than the precision of this experiment. If
this is the case, the total splitting can be calculated from the
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HF are the
HF transition frequencies and $"HF is the difference between "#
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HF. The

quoted theoretical errors have been estimated by Bakalov and Widmann [18].
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surement and N = 3 is the total number of density dependent
measurements. Fig. 5 displays $"HF as a function of target pres-
sure compared to the two most recent theories.

Fitting a first order polynomial, results in a gradient almost
half that of its associated error, % = 0.24 ± 0.37 kHz/mbar, so the
above holds and the data can be averaged to obtain a final value
of $"HF. Table 2 presents the data for the recent and previous ex-
periments compared to the two most up to date theories.

This work demonstrates the completion of a systematic ex-
perimental study on the HF splitting of the (37, 35) state of
p̄He+ . The experimental error of "±

HF has been reduced by a fac-
tor 20 less than that of the theoretical calculations and, although
%exp-th = 300–600 kHz, it is well within the estimated theoretical
error 1.3 MHz. The experimental precision for $"HF has reached
that of theory and has been improved by more than a factor of 10
over the first measurement [12]. There is a two sigma agreement
between theory and experiment.

The sensitivity S of $"HF on µp̄
s for the (37,35) state is S $

dE/dµp̄
s = 10.1 MHz/µN [18], where µN is the nuclear magneton.

Thus the magnetic moment can be determined to be:

µp̄
s = #2.7862(83)µN , (1)

where the uncertainty has been calculated by adding $exp-th with
the errors of theory and experiment in quadrature, resulting in a
one sigma error, slightly less than the value determined by Kreissl
et al. [19], while the deviation from the magnitude of the proton
spin magnetic moment, µp

s = 2.792847351(28), is similar but op-
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Lectures on Antimatter                                            Michael Doser / CERN

Overview:

   1. Introduction and overview
   2. Antimatter at high energies (SppS, LEP, Fermilab)
   3. Meson spectroscopy (antimatter as QCD probe)

   4. Astroparticle physics and cosmology
   5. CP and CPT violation tests
   6. Precision tests with Antihydrogen: spectroscopy

   7. Precision tests with Antihydrogen:gravity
   8. Applications of antimatter
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Motivation: CPT

Goal of comparative spectroscopy: test CPT symmetry
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T. Hänsch et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5496–5499 (2000)

N. F. Ramsey, 
Physica Scripta T59, 323 (1995)
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Formation
The reality

Making Antihydrogen

Plan A:
Trapping Antihydrogen
Cooling Antihydrogen

Boundary conditions (magnetic field, limited solid 
angle, *low* numbers of particles)

Plan B: 
Atomic beam
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Formation
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First Cold Antihydrogen 2002 @ AD

ATHENA  

Nature 419 

(2002) 456

ATRAP PRL 89 (2002) 213401

Nested Penning traps
Capture energy: few keV

No “useful” Hbar produced (ground-state, < 1 K temperature for trapping) 

Ultimate precision: neutral atom trap and laser cooling to milli-Kelvin temperature
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Neutral atom trap for antihydrogen
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ALPHA neutral atom trap
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2.1.2. Major criterion: multipole order

The antiproton and positron plasmas must remain
confined [17] if we are to synthesize antihydrogen. This
requirement dictates the choice of multipole order. Neutral
magnetic traps [21] typically use the so-called Ioffe–Pritch-
ard configuration [22], which employs a quadrupole coil for
the multipole. Such a quadrupole, with two mirror coils
and a solenoid, is the simplest configuration that could
possibly be used in an antihydrogen trap. However, it is not
obvious that the positron and antiproton plasmas from
which the antihydrogen is synthesized can be confined in
this configuration. Common Penning traps rely on
cylindrical symmetry to guarantee confinement [23], and
this symmetry is broken by the multipolar field.

Whether or not the constituent plasmas will stay
confined in the presence of a quadrupole has been much
disputed. A number of experiments have addressed this
issue and shown that, for relatively weak solenoidal fields
and/or with small quadrupole to solenoidal field ratios,
plasmas are not suitably confined [17,24–26]. Other work
has suggested otherwise [27,28]. Recently, however, con-
finement measurements with field strengths approaching
the magnitudes necessary for antihydrogen trapping have
been performed [29]. These experiments have conclusively
shown that quadrupoles sharply degrade the constituent
confinement, and that quadrupolar fields cannot be used,
particularly when the ratio of the quadrupole field B2!r0" to
solenoidal field at the plasma radius, r0, exceeded about
B2!r0"=BzX0:05 [12,29] for appropriate length plasmas.
Aspects of these experiments have been confirmed by
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [32].

The magnitude of the field of an infinitely long multipole
of order s scales with radius r as

jBs!r"j # Ksr
s$1, (2)

where the Ks are constants and s defines the order of the
multipole (e.g. a quadrupole for s # 2, a sextupole for
s # 3, an octupole for s # 4, etc). In Fig. 1 we have plotted
the field dependence for s # 2–5 where the field strength is
normalized to unity at the electrode inner wall radius, rw.
The maximum field magnitude in a multipole occurs at the
coil inner radius, and is proportional to the current density
in the conductors there. With superconducting wires, the
current density is, to first order, only dependent on the type
of conductor and on the local magnetic field magnitude.
Thus, to first order, the field at the wall of a multipole is
independent of the multipole order [17]. This gives us
considerable freedom to optimize the order.

While the maximum field, and hence the trapping depth,
is roughly independent of the multipole order, the interior
field is not. The higher the order of the multipole, the lower
the interior field. The positron and antiproton plasmas
extend only a small way to the trap wall. Consequently, for
a given trap depth, they will be subject to smaller multipole
fields as the multipole order is increased. The plasmas in
ALPHA are envisaged to have radii of about r0p0:2rw. If
we assume that the maximum azimuthally asymmetric field

that the plasmas can tolerate for higher order multipoles is
similar to the maximum tolerable field for a quadrupole,
we can extend our quadrupole tolerance limit to the more
general limit Bs!r0"=BzX0:05. This limit corresponds to the
horizontal line in Fig. 1 (the multipole field at the wall is
about twice the solenoidal field), and is satisfied by
octupoles and higher multipoles for all radii less then
0:2rw. It might, at first, seem preferable to use an order
higher than an octupole. However, because the multipole
support form, the vacuum wall, and the interior electrodes
all have finite thickness, the trap wall radius will be
significantly less than the coil inner radius. This causes the
effective maximum field at the trap wall radius to be
significantly reduced from the field at the coil radius, a
reduction that increases sharply with the multipole order.
We believe that an octupole is the best compromise
between minimizing the field felt by the plasmas while still
maintaining the neutral trap depth. Furthermore, limits on
the bending radius of the superconducting wire also favor
an octupole with our particular geometry.

2.1.3. Major criterion: material minimization
ALPHA will use a position sensitive particle detector to

record the antiproton annihilation vertices. The detector
will be placed just outside the magnet coils. The coils will
scatter the charged pions which are emitted upon
antihydrogen annihilation, thereby degrading the resolu-
tion of the detector. Thus, another design criterion is to
minimize the material between the vacuum in the trap and
the detector in order to minimize the scattering [30].

2.1.4. Minor criterion: magnet ramping
The presence of trapped antihydrogen can be inferred

from its annihilation following release from the trap by
quickly ramping down one of the magnets. The faster the
magnet can be ramped, the higher the signal to noise ratio
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decapole) normalized to unity at the electrode wall radius. The significance
of the horizontal line is explained in the text.
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Antiprotons ( !p) remain confined in a Penning trap, in sufficient numbers to form antihydrogen ( !H)
atoms via charge exchange, when the radial field of a quadrupole Ioffe trap is added. This first
demonstration with !p suggests that quadrupole Ioffe traps can be superimposed upon !p and e! traps
to attempt the capture of !H atoms as they form, contrary to conclusions of previous analyses.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.113002 PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 36.10."k, 41.20."q, 41.90.+e

A long-term goal for !H experiments is confining !H in a
magnetic trap for precise laser spectroscopy [1]—to com-
pare !H and H as a test for violations of CPT and Lorentz
invariance [2] and for possible differences in the gravita-
tional force on antimatter and matter [3,4]. These objec-
tives were recently reviewed [5], along with the two
methods that produce !H atoms—using a nested Penning
trap [6–10] and using laser-controlled charge exchange
[11,12]. The simplest approach is to superimpose the mag-
netic gradient needed to trap !H atoms upon the uniform
magnetic field used to store the !p and e! from which !H
will form. The quadrupole Ioffe traps that confined H
atoms [13] for extremely precise laser spectroscopy [14]
should confine similarly cold !H atoms. However, three
Letters in this journal expressed concern as to whether
the radial field of such magnetic traps would prevent !p
and e! from being trapped long enough to produce !H
atoms [15–17]. The last of these claimed that the radial
field of such magnetic traps would keep !H from being
produced by any known !H formation mechanism [17].
These studies focused upon radial Ioffe fields, perpendicu-
lar to the axial magnetic field of the Penning trap, assuming
that axial Ioffe fields added to trap !H could always be made
small at the location of the trapped charges.

We demonstrate here the stable confinement of !p in a
Penning trap, when the radial magnetic field of a quadru-
pole Ioffe trap destroys the axial symmetry. This first
experimental study of such !p stability is facilitated by
the near-unit efficiency with which annihilation pions re-
veal !p losses. More !p remain confined in our Penning trap
apparatus (Fig. 1) than are needed to use ATRAP’s laser-

controlled charge-exchange method to produce !H [12]. The
feasibility of also keeping the needed e! confined in this
environment is demonstrated with electrons. Ioffe quadru-
pole traps thus seem to have a role in !H experiments,
despite contrary claims, though much remains to be opti-

 

electrodes
pinch
coilsracetrack coils

p

p

p cooled by electrons

p location for stability test10 cm

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Outside and (b) cutaway views of a
Penning-Ioffe apparatus. Many cylindrical ring electrodes can
be biased to form Penning traps for antiprotons, positrons, and
electrons. An external 1 Tesla bias field, directed along the
central symmetry axis of these electrodes, is produced by a large
external solenoid (not shown). Two pinch coils add a gradient to
the axial field. The radial quadrupole Ioffe field is produced by
four racetrack coils.
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Trapping

evaporative cooling of antiprotons (ALPHA)

Reaching the few K regime

particle cloud is in thermal equilibrium, the particles that
are initially released originate from the exponential tail of a
Boltzmann distribution [13], so that a fit can be used to
determine the temperature of the particles. Figure 2 shows
six examples of measured antiproton energy distributions.

The raw temperature fits in Fig. 2 are corrected by a
factor determined by particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of
the antiprotons being released from the confining potential.
The simulations include the effect of the time dependent
vacuum potentials and plasma self-fields, the possibility of
evaporation, and energy exchange between the different
translational degrees of freedom. The simulations suggest
that the temperature determined from the fit is !16%
higher than the true temperature. Note that the PIC-based
correction has been applied to all temperatures reported in
this Letter. The distribution labeled A in Fig. 2 yields a
corrected temperature of "1040# 45$ K before evapora-
tive cooling; the others are examples of evaporatively
cooled antiprotons achieved as described below.

To perform evaporative cooling, the depth of the initially
1500 mV deep confining well was reduced by linearly
ramping the voltage applied to one of the electrodes to
one of six different predetermined values [see examples on
Fig. 1(b)]. Then the antiprotons were allowed to reequili-
brate for 10 s before being ejected to measure their tem-
perature and remaining number. The shallowest well
investigated had a depth of "10# 4$ mV. Since only one
side of the confining potential is lowered, the evaporating
antiprotons are guided by the magnetic field onto the
aluminum foil, where they annihilate. Monitoring the an-
nihilation signal allows us to calculate the number of
antiprotons remaining at any time by summing all antipro-
ton losses and subtracting the measured cosmic
background.

Figure 3(a) shows the temperature obtained during
evaporative cooling as a function of the well depth. We
observe an almost linear relationship, and in the case of the
most shallow well, we estimate the temperature to be "9#
4$ K. The fraction of antiprotons remaining at the various
well depths is shown on Fig. 3(b), where it is found that
"6# 1$% of the initial 45 000 antiprotons remain in the
shallowest well.

We investigated various times (300, 100, 30, 10, and 1 s)
for ramping down the confining potential from 1500 to
10 mV. The final temperature and fraction remaining were
essentially independent of this time except for the 1 s case,
for which only 0.1% of the particles survived.

A second set of measurements was carried out to deter-
mine the transverse antiproton density profile as a function
of well depth. For these studies the antiprotons were re-
leased onto the combined microchannel plate and phosphor
screen assembly [see Fig. 1(a)], and the measured line-
integrated density profile was used to solve the Poisson-
Boltzmann equations to obtain the full three-dimensional
density distribution and electric potential [14].

A striking feature of the antiproton images was the radial
expansion of the cloud with decreasing well depth, from an
initial radius r0 of 0.6 mm to approximately 3 mm for the
shallowest well. If one assumes that all evaporating anti-
protons are lost from the radial center of the cloud, where
the confining electric field is weakest, no angular momen-
tum is carried away in the loss process. Conservation of
total canonical angular momentum [7] would then predict
that the radial expansion of the density profile will follow
the expression N0=N % hr2i=hr20i when angular momen-
tum is redistributed among fewer particles. Here N0 is the
initial number of antiprotons and N and r are, respectively,
the number and radius after evaporative cooling. We find
that this simple model describes the data reasonably well.
To predict the effect of evaporative cooling in our trap

we modeled the process by solving the rate equations
describing the time evolution of the temperature T, and
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FIG. 3. (a) Temperature vs the on-axis well depth. The error is
the combined statistical uncertainty from the temperature fit and
an uncertainty associated with the applied potentials (one !).
The model calculation described in the text is shown as a line.
(b) The fraction of antiprotons remaining after evaporative
cooling vs on-axis well depth. The uncertainty on each point
is propagated from the counting error (one !). The initial
number of antiprotons was approximately 45 000 for an on-
axis well depth of "1484# 14$ mV.
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Fig. 1(b)]. Then the antiprotons were allowed to reequili-
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investigated had a depth of "10# 4$ mV. Since only one
side of the confining potential is lowered, the evaporating
antiprotons are guided by the magnetic field onto the
aluminum foil, where they annihilate. Monitoring the an-
nihilation signal allows us to calculate the number of
antiprotons remaining at any time by summing all antipro-
ton losses and subtracting the measured cosmic
background.

Figure 3(a) shows the temperature obtained during
evaporative cooling as a function of the well depth. We
observe an almost linear relationship, and in the case of the
most shallow well, we estimate the temperature to be "9#
4$ K. The fraction of antiprotons remaining at the various
well depths is shown on Fig. 3(b), where it is found that
"6# 1$% of the initial 45 000 antiprotons remain in the
shallowest well.

We investigated various times (300, 100, 30, 10, and 1 s)
for ramping down the confining potential from 1500 to
10 mV. The final temperature and fraction remaining were
essentially independent of this time except for the 1 s case,
for which only 0.1% of the particles survived.

A second set of measurements was carried out to deter-
mine the transverse antiproton density profile as a function
of well depth. For these studies the antiprotons were re-
leased onto the combined microchannel plate and phosphor
screen assembly [see Fig. 1(a)], and the measured line-
integrated density profile was used to solve the Poisson-
Boltzmann equations to obtain the full three-dimensional
density distribution and electric potential [14].

A striking feature of the antiproton images was the radial
expansion of the cloud with decreasing well depth, from an
initial radius r0 of 0.6 mm to approximately 3 mm for the
shallowest well. If one assumes that all evaporating anti-
protons are lost from the radial center of the cloud, where
the confining electric field is weakest, no angular momen-
tum is carried away in the loss process. Conservation of
total canonical angular momentum [7] would then predict
that the radial expansion of the density profile will follow
the expression N0=N % hr2i=hr20i when angular momen-
tum is redistributed among fewer particles. Here N0 is the
initial number of antiprotons and N and r are, respectively,
the number and radius after evaporative cooling. We find
that this simple model describes the data reasonably well.
To predict the effect of evaporative cooling in our trap

we modeled the process by solving the rate equations
describing the time evolution of the temperature T, and
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We report the application of evaporative cooling to clouds of trapped antiprotons, resulting in plasmas

with measured temperature as low as 9 K. We have modeled the evaporation process for charged particles

using appropriate rate equations. Good agreement between experiment and theory is observed, permitting

prediction of cooling efficiency in future experiments. The technique opens up new possibilities for

cooling of trapped ions and is of particular interest in antiproton physics, where a precise CPT test on

trapped antihydrogen is a long-standing goal.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.013003 PACS numbers: 37.10.Mn, 52.25.Dg, 52.27.Jt, 64.70.fm

Historically, forced evaporative cooling has been suc-
cessfully applied to trapped samples of neutral particles
[1], and remains the only route to achieve Bose-Einstein
condensation in such systems [2]. However, the technique
has only found limited applications for trapped ions (at
temperatures !100 eV [3]) and has never been realized in
cold plasmas. Here we report the application of forced
evaporative cooling to a dense (!106 cm"3) cloud of
trapped antiprotons, resulting in temperatures as low as
9 K, 2 orders of magnitude lower than any previously
reported [4].

The process of evaporation is driven by elastic collisions
that scatter high energy particles out of the confining
potential, thus decreasing the temperature of the remaining
particles. For charged particles the process benefits from
the long range nature of the Coulomb interaction, and
compared to neutrals of similar density and temperature,
the elastic collision rate is much higher, making cooling of
much lower numbers and densities of particles feasible. In

addition, intraspecies loss channels from inelastic colli-
sions are nonexistent. Strong coupling to the trapping fields
makes precise control of the confining potential more
critical for charged particles. Also, for plasmas, the self-
fields can both reduce the collision rate through screening
and change the effective depth of the confining potential.
The ALPHA apparatus, which is designed with the

intention of creating and trapping antihydrogen [5], is
located at the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) at CERN [6].
It consists of a Penning-Malmberg trap for charged parti-
cles with an octupole-based magnetostatic trap for neutral
atoms superimposed on the central region. For the work
presented here, the magnetostatic trap was not energized
and the evaporative cooling was performed in a homoge-
neous 1 T solenoidal field.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus,

with only a subset of the 20.05 mm long and 22.275 mm
radius, hollow cylindrical electrodes shown. The vacuum
wall is cooled using liquid helium, and the measured
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essential to avoid reheating: 
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Trapping
microwave spectroscopy in traps

measurements, compared to the associated off-resonance measure-
ments, with P-values of 1.63 1024 and 1.53 1022, respectively, sup-
porting the hypothesis that the difference is due to spin flip.
We note that the survival rates for the no-microwavemeasurements

are higher than for those in which microwaves are present but off-
resonance (theP-value is 63 1023). This difference could be explained
by far off-resonant interactions with the cj i state, assuming there is
sufficient microwave power to induce spin flips in the long tails of the
resonance lineshape (Fig. 3c). (See the discussion of the appearance
mode data below.)
We also directly searched for annihilation signals of anti-atoms that

are ejected from the trap after a spin-flip transition—the ‘appearance
mode’ described above. Figure 4a shows the time history of events
satisfying the alternative acceptance criteria and having zj jv6 cm
(Methods). In the first frequency sweep (0, t, 30 s) we observe a
significant excess of counts (P5 2.83 1025) in on-resonance (series 1

plus series 3) compared to off-resonance attempts (series 2 plus series 4).
Seven of the 19 events appearing in 0, t, 15 s (microwaves probing
fbc) occur in the first second; for 15, t, 30 s (probing fad) the first
second has seven of 18 events. This suggests that the microwave power
is sufficient to flip most of the spins during the first 30-s sweep, in
agreement with numerical simulations of the transition rate
(Methods). An investigation of power dependence indicated that a level
as low as one-sixteenth of the nominal 700mW injected (Methods) was
still enough to eject the trapped atoms in the first 30-s sweep, again
consistent with the simulations.
In the off-resonant experiments, we observe a mild excess of counts

above the no-microwave case (series 5 plus series 6) with an associated
P5 5.63 1022. We interpret this excess to be due to the above-
mentioned off-resonance interaction with the cj i state. This conclu-
sion is supported by the fact that the events are in 15, t, 30 s
(Fig. 4a), when the microwaves are probing the upper 15-MHz
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Figure 3 | Transition lineshapes and resonance conditions. a, Calculated
spin-flip transition lineshapes in the ALPHA antihydrogen trap. Transition
probability (arbitrary units) is plotted versus microwave frequency. Only the
trapping field inhomogeneity is considered in calculating the lineshape.
b, Schematic representation of the experimental situation for the on-resonance
experiments at magnetic field BA (series 1). The yellow bands represent the
frequency ranges over which the microwaves are scanned. c, The situation for
off-resonance experiments atmagnetic fieldBB (series 2 and 4). d, The situation

for on-resonant experiments at magnetic field BB (series 3). A two-segment
frequency sweep lasting 30 s was used to apply microwave fields. This sweep
was repeated six times in each trapping attempt for a total microwave
application time of 180 s, beginning 60 s after the end of antihydrogen
formation. In each case, the first 15-s scan covers the lower yellow band and the
second 15-s scan covers the upper yellow band. The bands span25MHz to
110MHz about the target frequency.

Table 1 | Series summaries for the ‘disappearance mode’ analysis
Series Relative microwave

frequency
Relative magnetic field Number of attempts Antihydrogen detected

at trap shutdown
Rate Comment

1 0MHz 0mT (Baxis
min 5BA) 79 1 0.0160.01 On resonance (Fig. 3b)

2 0MHz 13.5 mT (Baxis
min 5BB) 88 16 0.1860.05 Off resonance (Fig. 3c)

3 1100MHz 13.5 mT (Baxis
min 5BB) 24 1 0.0460.04 On resonance (Fig. 3d)

4 0MHz 13.5 mT (Baxis
min 5BB) 22 7 0.3260.12 Off resonance (Fig. 3c)

5 Off 0mT (Baxis
min 5BA) 52 17 0.3360.08 No microwaves

6 Off 13.5mT (Baxis
min 5BB) 48 23 0.4860.10 No microwaves
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frequency band (Fig. 3c), and by indications that the nominal power
should be sufficient to drive off-resonant transitions. Taken together,
the disappearance and appearance analyses constitute a consistent
picture of the fate of the trapped antihydrogen atoms.

We have considered other processes that could lead to antihydrogen
loss in the presence of microwaves but that could not be due to a spin-
flip. The only plausible candidate is heating of the trap electrodes by
themicrowaves, causing desorption from the surfaces of cryo-pumped
material, which could then scatter or annihilate the trapped anti-
atoms. Indeed, we observe a slight electrode temperature increase from
about 8K to at most 11K during the 180-s microwave cycle. However,
any such thermal effect on the vacuum should be the same for series 1
and 2, which differ only by a slight change in the trapping magnetic
field. Further evidence against vacuum deterioration comes from
Fig. 4b, which shows the z-distribution of appearance-type events
(in 0, t, 30 s). The distribution is highly localized around the trap
centre, as we expect from simulations of how spin-flipped atoms are
lost from the trap (Methods). Annihilation or collisional loss of
trapped anti-atoms in a compromised vacuum could occur anywhere
in the 274-mm-long trapping volume.
We thus conclude that we have observed resonant interaction of

microwave radiation with the internal quantum states of trapped
antihydrogen atoms. This is a proof-of-principle experiment; we have
not yet attempted to accurately localize a resonance or determine a
spectroscopic lineshape. We have bounded the resonance between the
off-resonance scan value and the maximum of the on-resonance
sweep. Roughly speaking, the observed resonance is within 100MHz
of the resonance frequency expected for hydrogen, corresponding to a
relative precision of about 43 1023. This experimentmarks the advent
of antimatter spectroscopy and takes a preliminary step towards
precision comparison of the spectra of hydrogen and antihydrogen
as a test of CPT symmetry. Importantly, it also demonstrates the
viability of performing fundamental measurements on small numbers
of trapped anti-atoms by combining resonant interactionwith the long
trapping times and sensitive annihilation detection in ALPHA. In
future experiments, the transition cj i< dj i could be probed by double
resonance; the frequency of this transition goes through a broad
maximum12 at a field of 0.65 T, allowing a precision measurement of
hyperfine parameterswithout requiring precise knowledge of the abso-
lute value of B (see Supplementary Information).

METHODS SUMMARY
The ALPHA apparatus traps antihydrogen atoms synthesized from cold plasmas
of positrons and antiprotons. Microwaves from a frequency synthesizer were
amplified and injected into the magnetic atom trap using a horn antenna. We
use electron cyclotron frequencymeasurement techniques to set themagnetic field
in the device, and to characterizemicrowave field patterns.We perform numerical
simulations of trapped antihydrogen dynamics to model microwave resonant
lineshapes and transition rates, atom ejection dynamics, and the spatial distri-
bution of residual gas annihilation. Two distinct analysis methods are used to
reduce cosmic ray background in the annihilation detector.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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Table 2 | Totals for all ‘disappearance mode’ series
Number of attempts Detected antihydrogen Rate

On resonance (113) 103 2 0.0260.01
Off resonance (214) 110 23 0.2160.04
No microwaves (516) 100 40 0.4060.06
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Figure 4 | Appearance mode data. a, The number of ‘appearance mode’
annihilation events satisfying the alternative selection criteria and zj jv6 cm
(Methods) as a function of time between the end of antihydrogen production
and the trap shutdown. Microwave power is first applied at time t5 0. The
expected cosmic background per bin per run is 0.0266 0.005 events. The error
bars are due to counting statistics. b, The z-distribution of annihilation vertices
in ‘appearance mode’ for 0, t, 30 s. The grey histogram is the result of a
numerical simulation of themotion of spin-flipped atoms ejected from the trap.
The dashed black curve is the result of a simulation of trapped antihydrogen
annihilating on the residual gas (Methods). Both simulations are normalized to
the on-resonant data.
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Resonant quantum transitions in trapped
antihydrogen atoms
C. Amole1, M. D. Ashkezari2, M. Baquero-Ruiz3, W. Bertsche4,5,6, P. D. Bowe7, E. Butler8, A. Capra1, C. L. Cesar9, M. Charlton4,
A. Deller4, P. H. Donnan10, S. Eriksson4, J. Fajans3,11, T. Friesen12, M. C. Fujiwara12,13, D. R. Gill13, A. Gutierrez14, J. S. Hangst7,
W. N. Hardy14,15, M. E. Hayden2, A. J. Humphries4, C. A. Isaac4, S. Jonsell16, L. Kurchaninov13, A. Little3, N. Madsen4,
J. T. K.McKenna17, S. Menary1, S. C. Napoli4, P. Nolan17, K. Olchanski13, A. Olin13,18, P. Pusa17, C. Ø. Rasmussen7, F. Robicheaux10,
E. Sarid19, C. R. Shields4, D. M. Silveira20{, S. Stracka13, C. So3, R. I. Thompson12, D. P. van der Werf4 & J. S. Wurtele3,11

The hydrogen atom is one of the most important and influential
model systems in modern physics. Attempts to understand its
spectrum are inextricably linked to the early history and develop-
ment of quantum mechanics. The hydrogen atom’s stature lies in
its simplicity and in the accuracy with which its spectrum can be
measured1 and compared to theory. Today its spectrum remains a
valuable tool for determining the values of fundamental constants
and for challenging the limits of modern physics, including the
validity of quantum electrodynamics and—by comparison with
measurements on its antimatter counterpart, antihydrogen—the
validity of CPT (charge conjugation, parity and time reversal)
symmetry. Here we report spectroscopy of a pure antimatter atom,
demonstrating resonant quantum transitions in antihydrogen.We
have manipulated the internal spin state2,3 of antihydrogen atoms
so as to induce magnetic resonance transitions between hyperfine
levels of the positronic ground state. We used resonant microwave
radiation to flip the spin of the positron in antihydrogen atoms
that were magnetically trapped4–6 in the ALPHA apparatus. The
spin flip causes trapped anti-atoms to be ejected from the trap. We
look for evidence of resonant interaction by comparing the survival
rate of trapped atoms irradiated with microwaves on-resonance to
that of atoms subjected to microwaves that are off-resonance. In
one variant of the experiment, we detect 23 atoms that survive in
110 trapping attempts with microwaves off-resonance (0.21 per
attempt), and only two atoms that survive in 103 attempts with
microwaves on-resonance (0.02 per attempt). We also describe the
direct detection of the annihilation of antihydrogen atoms ejected
by the microwaves.
Magnetostatic trapping of neutral atoms7 or anti-atoms is accomp-

lished by creating a local minimum of the magnetic field magnitude in
free space. The confining force results from interaction of the atomic
magneticmomentmwith thenon-uniformmagnetic field. Figure1 shows
the expected Breit–Rabi hyperfine level diagram for the ground state of
the antihydrogen atom in a magnetic field. We label the four eigenstates
aj i, bj i, cj i and dj i in order of increasing energy. Trapping is possible
when the atom is in a ‘low-field seeking’ quantum state ( cj i or dj i in
Fig. 1). We employ the Ioffe–Pritchard7 configuration: the superposition
of a magnetic multipole (an octupole) field that confines atoms in the
transverse directions and two ‘mirror coil’ fields for axial confinement8.
Working at the Antiproton Decelerator9 facility at CERN, we

recently demonstrated magnetic confinement of cold antihydrogen

atoms4 and showed that—once trapped—these atoms end up in their
ground state, where they can be held5 for up to 1,000 s. Here we use the
same apparatus, modified to enable injection of microwaves into the
trapping volume (Fig. 2a). Antihydrogen atoms are produced near the
field minimum (about 1 T, Fig. 2b) by mixing cold plasmas of
antiprotons and positrons for about 1 s (Methods). Atoms having
kinetic energies corresponding to less than 0.5 K can be trapped.
Mixing about two million positrons and 20,000 antiprotons yields
approximately 6,000 anti-atoms; on average, approximately one
anti-atom is trapped. The trapping field currents can be ramped down
with a time constant of 9ms, releasing trapped atoms in a well-defined
time window4. The trapping volume is surrounded by a three-layer,
30,720-channel imaging silicon detector10, which can locate the spatial
positions—vertices—of antiproton annihilations.
Our approach was to subject trapped antihydrogen atoms to res-

onant microwaves to eject them from the trap. A tuned, oscillating
magnetic field B1 applied perpendicularly to the trapping field can
drive positron spin-flip transitions between the trappable and the
untrappable states, that is, cj iR bj i and dj iR aj i. Untrapped atoms
escape and annihilate on the surrounding apparatus. A single experi-
mental cycle or ‘trapping attempt’ involves producing anti-atoms in

1Departmentof Physics andAstronomy, YorkUniversity, Toronto, Ontario,M3J1P3,Canada. 2Departmentof Physics, SimonFraserUniversity, Burnaby, BritishColumbia, V5A1S6,Canada. 3Department of
Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720-7300, USA. 4Department of Physics, Swansea University, Swansea SA2 8PP, UK. 5School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manchester,
M13 9PLManchester, UK. 6The Cockcroft Institute, WA4 4ADWarrington, UK. 7Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark. 8CERN, Department PH, CH-1211
Geneva 23, Switzerland. 9Instituto de Fı́sica, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro 21941-972, Brazil. 10Department of Physics, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849-5311, USA.
11Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA. 12Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4, Canada. 13TRIUMF, 4004Wesbrook
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Figure 1 | Hyperfine energy levels. The Breit–Rabi diagram, showing the
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antihydrogen, assuming CPT invariance) atom in a magnetic field. In the state
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the end

(well.... actually, there’s one 
more thing: the real trap for 

Antihydrogen is a MOT...)
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